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Selection shapes turnover and magnitude
of sex-biased expression in Drosophila
gonads
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Abstract

Background: Sex-biased gene expression is thought to drive the phenotypic differences in males and females in
metazoans. Drosophila has served as a primary model for studying male-female differences in gene expression, and
its effects on protein sequence divergence. However, the forces shaping evolution of sex-biased expression remain
largely unresolved, including the roles of selection and pleiotropy. Research on sex organs in Drosophila, employing
original approaches and multiple-species contrasts, provides a means to gain insights into factors shaping the
turnover and magnitude (fold-bias) of sex-biased expression.

Results: Here, using recent RNA-seq data, we studied sex-biased gonadal expression in 10,740 protein coding
sequences in four species of Drosophila, D. melanogaster, D. simulans, D. yakuba and D. ananassae (5 to 44 My
divergence). Using an approach wherein we identified genes with lineage-specific transitions (LSTs) in sex-biased status
(amongst testis-biased, ovary-biased and unbiased; thus, six transition types) standardized to the number of genes with
the ancestral state (S-LSTs), and those with clade-wide expression bias status, we reveal several key findings. First, the six
categorical types of S-LSTs in sex-bias showed disparate rates of turnover, consistent with differential selection pressures.
Second, the turnover in sex-biased status was largely unrelated to cross-tissue expression breadth, suggesting pleiotropy
does not restrict evolution of sex-biased expression. Third, the fold-sex-biased expression, for both testis-biased and ovary-
biased genes, evolved directionally over time toward higher values, a crucial finding that could be interpreted as a
selective advantage of greater sex-bias, and sexual antagonism. Fourth, in terms of protein divergence, genes with LSTs to
testis-biased expression exhibited weak signals of elevated rates of evolution (than ovary-biased) in as little as 5 My, which
strengthened over time. Moreover, genes with clade-wide testis-specific expression (44 My), a status not observed for any
ovary-biased genes, exhibited striking acceleration of protein divergence, which was linked to low pleiotropy.

Conclusions: By studying LSTs and clade-wide sex-biased gonadal expression in a multi-species clade of Drosophila, we
describe evidence that interspecies turnover and magnitude of sex-biased expression have been influenced by selection.
Further, whilst pleiotropy was not connected to turnover in sex-biased gonadal expression, it likely explains protein
sequence divergence.
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Background
Sexually dimorphic phenotypes are thought to result from
differential gene expression between the sexes, as most
genes are common to both male and female genomes [1].
Sex-biased gene expression, or upregulated transcription in
one sex, has been widely reported in animals, including
species of mammals, birds, fish, worms, insects, as well as
outside of animals, in fungi and higher plants, with
estimates indicating that from 10% to more than 90% of
the genome can exhibit sex-biased transcription depending
on methods and taxon [1–24]. Sex-biased expression is
believed to have arisen to resolve sexual conflict and thus
might largely reflect selection acting on processes within
and between sexes [1, 2, 18]. Sex-biases could also be
shaped by pleiotropic constraints [25, 26]. At present
however, the factors underlying the evolution of sex-biased
expression in metazoans remain largely unresolved,
particularly the roles of sex-related selection and pleiotropy
[3, 18, 19, 25, 27, 28].
Drosophila has served as a primary model system for the

study of sex-biased gene expression in animals [1, 2, 4, 6,
10, 11, 14, 15, 29–38]. Research in Drosophila has often
been conducted using whole males and females, typically
from one or two species, and sometimes pooled with sexual
tissues; the studies have repeatedly shown evidence of sex-
biased gene expression, rapid protein sequence divergence
of male-biased genes, and/or interspecies turnover in
sex-biased expression in this genus [1–3, 14–16, 31, 33, 35].
Studies focused on the turnover in sex-biased expression
status in multiple Drosophila species has been relatively un-
common [8, 11]. This type of multi-species research, which
has typically been conducted using gene expression data
from whole males and whole females, has unveiled patterns
such as enhanced interspecies variation in sex-biased ex-
pression as species diverge (e.g., increased standard devi-
ation in ratios of female:male expression), a preference for
male-biased genes to exhibit elevated gene losses or gains
[8], correlations between expression and protein divergence
[8], and concurring evidence for the widely observed pat-
tern of rapid protein sequence divergence of male-biased
genes in this taxon [1, 8, 11].
Crucially however, it has been widely thought, and in

some cases empirically shown, that most of the expression
differences between males and females in Drosophila, as
well as other insects, originate from the sex-organs [3, 8,
14, 22, 24, 33]. In this regard, the study of gene expression
from whole organisms could lead to an imprecise picture
of sex biases [22, 35] due to dilution (allometric effects) of
expression differences from the sex-limited tissues [22, 35,
39]. For such reasons, growing studies have focused on
sex-biased expression in gonads in insects [14, 22, 24, 35],
and in other models such as birds [19]. Further research in
Drosophila using multi-species contrasts specifically of the
gonadal tissues, and using original analytical approaches,

thus provide a pathway to gaining further insights into how
sex-biased expression evolves over time, and the factors
shaping rates and patterns of turnover in Drosophila.
Studies on sex-biased gonadal expression in multi-species

clades outside of Drosophila been reported only sporadic-
ally in the literature. As an example, a study of six species
in the fowl clade Galloanserae reported that testis- and
ovary-biased genes exhibited marked turnover (gains/
losses) in sex-biased expression status between species in
the phylogeny. This phenomenon was proposed to be
linked to sexual selection, and was affirmed by testing the
hypothesis in males, yielding findings of a positive associ-
ation between male sexual ornamentation and turnover of
testis-biased expression in the terminal species branches
[19]. Further, species-specific transitions to testis-biased ex-
pression were primarily caused by increased expression in
the male gonads, whereas those transitions to ovary-biased
expression were often caused by down-regulation in testes
[19]. This suggests that the testis largely control both testis
and ovary sex biases in expression within those birds [19].
Another multi-species study was conducted in four

species of cichlids [40]. That assessment showed that
sex-biased gonadal expression profiles were conserved
for a majority of genes studied in that genus [40]. How-
ever, there were some exceptions, such as for sex steroid
genes, where sex-biased expression appeared to have
shifted extensively among species [40]. In insects, an
analysis of four species clade of Anopheles mosquitoes
that included some gonadal comparisons, suggested
rapid changes in sex-biased expression in that taxon. For
example, interspecies expression divergence (standard
deviation of male:female expression ratios, similar to
Zhang et al. 2007 [8]) was elevated for ovary-specific,
testis-specific, and strongly testis-biased genes, as com-
pared to unbiased genes within that genus [23]. Further,
sex-specific gonadal expression was connected to genic
gains/losses [23]. Each of these multi-species studies has
shown that sex-biased expression status has changed in
a substantive manner in closely related taxa.
An important topic that should be considered when

studying the evolution of sex-biased gene expression is the
role of pleiotropy. For instance, studies in vertebrates have
suggested that pleiotropy, measured as expression breadth
across tissues, may act to restrict evolution of sex-biased
gene expression [25, 41]. Furthermore, pleiotropic
functions across multiple tissues may act to limit evolution
of expression changes within specific tissues such as the
gonads [8, 25, 26, 42]. That is, when genes are involved in
multiple processes and/or tissues, they may have limited
freedom to evolve changes in their sex-biased gene expres-
sion status within the reproductive organs [8, 25, 42]. Em-
pirical assessment of the role of pleiotropy in the evolution
of sex-biased gene expression per se, however, has only
rarely been attempted to date e.g. [25, 26, 42]. Accordingly,
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pleiotropy should be considered as part of an assessment
of the evolution of sex-biased gene expression.
A parameter that has been widely studied in conjunction

with sex-biased gene expression in metazoans is protein
sequence divergence, particularly the level of selective
constraint acting on protein evolution (measured using the
ratio of nonsynonymous to synonymous substitutions, dN/
dS). It has been often reported, but with some exceptions
(see for examples [22, 23, 43, 44]), that male-biased and/or
male reproductive genes (including testis-biased, seminal
fluid and/or sperm genes), evolve rapidly and/or exhibit
positive selection as compared to female genes and/or the
rest of the genome in Drosophila and other models [1, 4–6,
10, 14, 19, 30, 31, 45–48]. This is thought to potentially
arise from sexual selection, including sperm competition, a
notion consistent with some findings of positive selection
in sex-related genes [1, 6, 10]. It has also been proposed,
however, that the rapid evolution of male-biased genes
might result from low pleiotropy and relaxed functional
constraint that acts to accelerate protein sequence evolu-
tion [1, 8, 14, 16, 41]. In this regard, protein sequence evo-
lution is an important factor to include in the study of the
study of turnover in sex-biased transcription.
While Drosophila has served as a core invertebrate sys-

tem for the study of sex-biased gene expression, additional
study of this taxon using multi-species contrasts of the
sex-organs, and employing atypical approaches, may help
further decipher the dynamics shaping evolution of
sex-biased transcription. Here, we rigorously assess the
evolution of sex-biased gonadal gene expression in 10,740
genes across four species from the melanogaster group of
Drosophila. For this, we identify genes with lineage-specific
transitions (LSTs) in sex-biased status (SBS), standardized
to the number of genes with the ancestral state (S-LSTs),
and those with clade-wide sex-biases. We subsequently
evaluate the patterns of turnover and magnitude of sex-
biased expression over time, cross-tissue expression
breadth, and the evolution of protein sequences. Together,
the results provide insights into the roles of selection and
pleiotropy in the evolution of sex-biased gonadal expression
in this genus.

Methods
Four species of Drosophila from the melanogaster group
were used to assess sex-biased expression in the gonads:
the well-established reference model Drosophila melano-
gaster and its sister species D. simulans, D. yakuba and
D. ananassae (abbreviated as Dmel, Dsim, Dyak, and
Dana hereafter). The phylogenetic relationship between
these species is (((Dmel,Dsim),Dyak),Dana) and is shown
in Additional file 1: Figure S1. The complete CDS sets
per species were obtained from http://www.flybase.org
[49] and versions are provided in Additional file 1: Table
S1. The full CDS (longest isoform) per gene for each

species was identified and used for study. Orthologs
across the four species was determined using the ortho-
log database at www.flybase.org. [49], which provides
high confidence orthologs to the reference Dmel for
each of the three sister species studied here. Dmel genes
that matched more than one ortholog in any compared
species, or vice-versa, was excluded from analysis, such
that all orthologs under study were one-to one matches.
As the ingroup species Dmel contains the most well an-
notated and intensively studied genome in Drosophila, it
is used as the reference system throughout our analyses.

Expression profiling
For expression profiling, large-scale testis and ovary
RNA-seq data were obtained from the SRA database for
each of the four species under study (> 42 million
paired-end reads per sample, Additional file 1: Table S1)
[50]. The samples, as described at the SRA database, are
testes and ovaries from virgin males and females dissected
within 2–4 days after eclosion, and all specimens per spe-
cies were grown, maintained and collected under the same
conditions (see SRA project ID for details, and Ref. [50];
Table S1). The frequency per kilobase million (FPKM) was
determined by mapping the reads per CDS in the Geneious
Read Mapper in Geneious 11.0.3 (https://assets.geneious.-
com/documentation/geneious/GeneiousReadMapper.pdf).
The program was run with two iterations [51]. To ensure
precise read-CDS matches, the entire CDS list for each
species was used for matching reads to the CDS, and then
the results for the sub-set of genes with four-species ortho-
logs were extracted and used for analysis. For genes with-
out orthologs, we conducted a separate analysis of
sex-biased expression in the reference Dmel.
We performed clustering analysis of gene expression levels

across testes and ovaries for all four species. Hierarchical
clustering of expression levels was conducted using Spear-
man’s correlations with average linkage in the program Clus-
ter 3.0 [52], and output was visualized in TreeView (http://
bonsai.hgc.jp/~mdehoon/software/cluster/software.htm).

Identification of sex-biased genes
Sex-biased gene expression was defined for genes that
exhibited at least a two-fold difference in expression cf. [6,
14, 22, 34] between testes and ovaries which was statisti-
cally significant (P < 0.05) and had a FPKM> 1 in at least
one gonadal tissue. Thus, the definition of sex-biased ex-
pression herein is based entirely on differential expression
in the gonads (see our “Assessments of Pleiotropy” section
for nongonadal analysis). All genes not matching these cri-
teria were defined as unbiased. Differential expression for
each gene and P-values were determined using Geneious
11.0.3 [51], wherein the expression data per sample was
normalized by the median and compared using its method
designed for two sample contrasts of large-RNA datasets,
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and that employs the Binomial distribution in ascribing
probability values per gene. As we had a high cutoff for
the definition of sex-biased genes (two-fold minimum)
and deep RNA-seq datasets (Additional file 1: Table S1)
[50], this approach provides effective detection of differen-
tially expressed genes amongst disparate tissues. The vast
majority of genes (> 98.0% per species) with two-fold bias
(or higher) and statistically significant differential expres-
sion (P < 0.05), retained this same status after Bonferroni
correction. We thus used the uncorrected values for iden-
tification of sex-biased genes as we had a high threshold
for defining a gene as sex-biased (≥2-fold difference), lar-
ger than applied in some other studies (e.g. 1.25-fold:
[53]), and we wished to include all genes with a propensity
for sex-biased expression. Only six of the genes studied
exhibited no expression in any species; these were in-
cluded in unbiased gene sets and their inclusion/removal
resulted in the same findings in our study.
Testis- and ovary-specific genes were defined throughout

as those sex-biased genes that had 0 FPKM in the opposite
sexed gonad (i.e. from inter-gonadal contrasts). To affirm
stringency in this assessment, the identified sex-specific gene
sets were confirmed for the reference Dmel using the mod-
ENCODE RNA-seq database available for this species at
FlyBase (http://www.flybase.org, http://www.modenco-
de.org) [49, 54].

Evaluation of lineage-specific transitions (LSTs) in sex-
biased status
The few available studies of male- and female-biased ex-
pression turnover in two or more species of Drosophila
have suggested an uncommonness of reversals in sex-bias,
a trend not observed in birds [19], and/or some variation in
gains/losses of sex-biases [3, 8, 11, 14]. To address this
issue, we aimed to rigorously assess the rates of turnover in
sex-biased status in each of the four species branches of
Drosophila, with known divergence times [55], in a study
design based on the following approaches: 1) examination
of expression data strictly from the gonads; 2) evaluation of
the number of genes with each of the six types of
lineage-specific transition (LSTs) in sex-biased expression
(among testis-biased, ovary-biased and unbiased status) and
clade-wide conserved sex-biases and; 3) standardization of
the frequency of each type of LST to the number of genes
with the ancestral state (S-LSTs). This approach has several
advantages. The S-LSTs allow comparison of turnover rates
for each of six transitional categories, yielding an inform-
ative profile of putative differential selective pressures. In
addition, the design permits an assessment of how the
degree (fold-bias) of sex-biased expression has evolved over
time (My), that is, between genes with LSTs and those with
long term sex-biases (clade-wide). The approach also pro-
vides a means to assess any time-effects of conserved
sex-biased, or sex-specific, gonadal status on dN/dS (i.e., in

short versus long branches). Moreover, the LSTs (combined
with cross-tissue expression breadth analysis) provide a
novel means to assess whether pleiotropy acts to restrict
transitions in sex-biased gonadal expression.
For the identification of LSTs, we identified genes that

had a conserved ancestral sex-biased status (SBS) in
three species and that had transitioned to a different
SBS in the (fourth) lineage (terminal branch). As each
terminal species branch represents a single period of di-
vergence from its last common ancestor, we could thus
compare the relative frequency of different types of tran-
sitions within each branch. We considered each of the
six categories of LSTs in SBS (ancestral state to derived
state), as follows: ovary- to testis-biased (ov-ts), unbiased
to testis-biased (unb-ts), testis- to ovary-biased (ts-ov),
unbiased to ovary-biased (unb-ov), testis-biased to un-
biased (ts-unb), and ovary-biased to unbiased (ov-unb)
expression. As the frequency of LSTs observed per
branch will depend on the number of genes (N) that had
the conserved ancestral state when the branch diverged,
we standardized LSTs (S-LSTs) in each target branch as
follows: S-LSTs(x-y target branch) = NLSTs(x-y target branch) /
(NSBSx (the same clade-wide SBS in all 4 branches) + NLSTs(x-y target

branch) + NLSTs(x-z target branch)) X 1,000, where x = the
ancestral state (e.g., unb), y = derived state in the target
branch (e.g., x-y = unb-ts), z = the alternate type of tran-
sition from the ancestral state in the target branch (e.g.,
x-z = unb-ov) and NSBSx = the number of genes with the
same ancestral (x) sex-biased status in all four species.
We multiplied by 1,000 for ease of readability and inter-
pretation. The denominator controls for the number of
genes with the conserved ancestral state that were
available for a specific type of SBS transition within the
target branch, and thus S-LSTs are comparable across
transition types. We specify that the LSTs in Dmel,
Dsim, and Dyak all indicate a gain in branch-specific
status (e.g., ov-ts indicates a gain in testis-bias in one
branch), while for the outgroup, Dana, a lineage-specific
SBS would typically indicate a gain in lineage-specific
status, but might sometimes comprise a reverse change
in SBS within the relatively short branch from the
common clade node to the ingroup clade (Dmel, Dsim
and Dyak). We included the S-LSTs for Dana given the
status is lineage-specific under either scenario, and
conservatively note this caveat for interpretation of Dana
S-LSTs (note: see later section “Directional increase in
fold sex-biased expression over time”). The determination
of S-LSTs was repeated for all four species branches and
all six categories of transitions.

Assessments of pleiotropy
Pleiotropy denotes a gene’s multi-functionality across vari-
ous genetic pathways or processes. Expression breadth
comprises a proxy of the range of functions of a gene across
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various tissues or stages, and thus provides a measure of a
gene’s pleiotropy [25, 31, 41]. To assess expression breadth,
and thus pleiotropy, of genes under study here, we used
large-scale transcriptome data available for the well-studied
and reference model species Dmel in modENCODE as
available at FlyBase [49]. From these data, we determined
expression breadth as the percentage of genes exhibiting
the presence of expression across the 17 disparate develop-
mental stages and tissues described in Additional file 1:
Table S2. In turn, we determined the association between
expression breadth and S-LSTs for Dmel (such that expres-
sion breadth data and S-LSTs were from the same species)
and to dN/dS for genes with clade-wide sex-biased status.

Protein sequence divergence
In order to assess protein sequence divergence, CDS for
all four orthologs per gene were aligned at the codon
level using Mega-CC [56] and default settings with the
exception that the gap penalty was set at −1.9. Subse-
quently, the dN /dS values per terminal branch were de-
termined using maximum likelihood in the codeml
package in PAML under the free-ratio (M1) model and
the unrooted tree [57]. This model allows dN/dS to vary
among branches and determines an independent dN/dS
value for each terminal species branch, that are needed
for our branch-specific assessments. Values of dN/dS <
1, =1 and > 1 indicate a prevalence of purifying selection,
neutral evolution and positive selection respectively [57].
However even when < 1, elevated dN/dS values indicate
accelerated evolution, which could be due to relaxed
constraints and/or adaptive changes. As a conservative
approach, for analysis of each species’ terminal branch,
we examined only genes in that branch with values of dS
and dN below 1.5 (and dS > 0.001) including for the rela-
tively distant outgroup Dana (for further details, see
Additional file 1: Text File S1). This range of dN and dS
values represents levels effective for limiting saturation
of substitutions and ensuring quality of sequence align-
ments [58].
Positive selection was tested using “sites” analysis in

PAML [57] using all four species Dmel, Dsim, Dyak and
Dana by comparing models M7 versus M8 [57]. We
conducted this assessment for all genes with clade-wide
sex biased status. Branch-site analysis was conducted for
those genes exhibiting LSTs from unbiased to sex-biased
status (unb-ts and unb-ov) using the branch with an
LST as the tested branch [57]. P-values < 0.05 for each
analysis were determined using 2ΔlnL and the Chi2-
distribution as described in the PAML manual [57].
Results for positive selection analyses include only genes
where all taxa (sites analysis, or the branch of interest
(branch-site analysis), had dN and dS < 1.5 and dS >
0.001), and thus are conservative estimates.

For additional rigor, we obtained the dN/dS values for
the genes under study from the flyDIVaS database,
which has values for a six-species group in Drosophila,
comprising the four species studied herein plus D.
sechellia and D. erecta [59]. The database has deter-
mined dN/dS values using the M0 model in PAML,
which unlike M1 (which we used herein to obtain
species-specific values), provides a single dN/dS across
all species branches. We compared the dN/dS values
from our assessment (using mean dN//mean dS across
four species branches) to the M0 values from flyDIVaS
and tested a correlation using Spearman’s ranked R. In
addition, we compared our positive selection tests for
M7 versus M8 to those available at flyDIVaS.

Functional analyses
For gene functional analysis, all gene ontology (GO) assess-
ments were conducted using the GO clustering program
DAVID [60]. Gene functions were assessed using the identi-
fiers from the well annotated and reference species Dmel
which are accepted in DAVID for functional analyses of
genes.

Availability of data and materials
The protein-coding DNA sequences for all genes studied
within each of the four Drosophila species, Dmel, Dsim,
Dyak and Dana, are available publicly at FlyBase [49]. Ver-
sion numbers are provided in Additional file 1: Table S1.
The between species ortholog datasets are also available at
FlyBase [49]. The RNA-seq data are available at the SRA
database under identification numbers in Additional file 1:
Table S1 [50]. The flyDIVaS data are available as described
in [59]. All data used for this study are public.

Results
Of the 13,933 annotated protein-coding genes from the
reference Dmel genome, we identified 10,740 (77.1%) that
had one-to-one orthologs in Dsim, Dyak and Dana. For
consistency, all our main analyses of sex-biased expression
were conducted using these 10,740 orthologous genes.
Findings for the genes that lacked orthologs are described
in the later section “The genes without orthologs exhibit
testis-biased expression”. Divergence times from Dmel to
the last common ancestor with each of Dsim, Dyak
and Dana have been reported as 5, 13 and 44 Mya
respectively [55].

Descriptive summary of the sex-biased gene sets
Before our main analyses, we first describe here the prop-
erties of the sex-biased gene sets under study. Of the
10,740 genes with orthologs, nearly all were expressed in
one or both gonads in each of the four Drosophila species
(between 97.7 and 98.7% depending on the species). Using
our criteria of ≥2-fold bias (P < 0.05) to identify sex-biased
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genes, we found that more than 63% of the 10,740 genes
studied were sex-biased in each species (Fig. 1a). Specific-
ally, 6,890 (64.2%), 6,840 (63.7%), 6,994 (65.1%) and 6,947
(64.7%) were sex-biased for Dmel, Dsim, Dyak and Dana
respectively.
Extensive turnover was observed in testis-biased and

ovary-biased status across the four species. In particular,
5,331 (49.6%) of the 10,740 studied genes exhibited variation
in SBS across species, while 50.4% (5,409) had the same
clade-wide (universal) SBS in all four species (Fig. 1a). In
other words, for half of the genes studied, the sex-biased ex-
pression status differed in at least one species as compared
to the others. As shown in Fig. 1b, using the ingroup species
Dmel as the reference, the proportion of genes which had
conserved testis-biased, ovary-biased or unbiased expression
declined in a stepwise manner with increasing divergence
towards the outgroup, that is, from Dmel to Dsim (con-
served in both), to Dyak (conserved in three species) to
Dana (conserved in all four species; Chi2 P < 0.0001 for con-
trasts of the number of testis-, ovary-, and of unbiased genes
between each step, Fig. 1b), a pattern concurring with
monotonic changes in SBS observed in whole files [8]. At
the clade-wide level, a total of 2,071 (19.2% of 10,740), 1,966
(18.3%) and 1,372 (12.8%) genes respectively retained the
same testis-biased, ovary-biased and unbiased expression
universally across all four species (Fig. 1a).

Testis- and ovary-specificity of expression
Testis-specific expression, defined herein as those testis-
biased genes with zero expression in ovaries, were much
more common in the testis-biased gene sets (varying

between 13.86 and 34.90% of the testis-biased gene sets
depending on the species, see Table 1), than were ovary-
specific genes in the ovary-biased gene sets (between 0.18
and 0.48%, Chi2 test between testis- and ovary-biased genes
per species P < 0.0001, Table 1). This suggests greater
specialization of functions in the testis-biased genes. Fur-
thermore, 171 genes exhibited clade-wide testis-specificity
(relative to ovaries) in all four Drosophila species, whilst no
ovary-specific genes had clade-wide status. The finding that
testis-specificity is more common than ovary-specificity
expression in all four of these Drosophila species is in
agreement with expression studies in the single species
Dmel [33, 39] and in other species such as wasps [21]. Our
present results show that testis-specificity has been strongly
conserved at the clade-wide level for a major subset of
testis-biased genes over a period of 44 My, a status not
observed for any ovary-biased genes.
For additional rigor, we further assessed the specificity

of expression of the 171 genes with clade-wide
testis-specificity (which are listed in Additional file 1:
Table S3) using expression profiles available for Dmel at
the modENCODE Anatomy RNA-seq database (mated
testes and ovaries, flybase.org; http://www.modenco-
de.org), and found strong concordance with our results.
Specifically, 100% (N = 171 of 171) of the testis-specific
genes identified herein were observed in modENCODE
as exhibiting expression in the testes, and as having no
detectable transcript reads in ovaries, thus affirming the
high accuracy of the RNA-seq dataset(s) (Table S1) and
methods used herein for discerning sex-specific expres-
sion profiles.

Fig. 1 Sex-biased gonadal expression in four Drosophila species. a) Schematic diagram of the number of testis-biased, ovary-biased and unbiased
genes for each species under study. The number of genes with universal (clade-wide) sex-biased status (SBS) in all four taxa are also shown. b)
Using the ingroup taxon D. melanogaster as the reference, the percentage of testis-biased, ovary-biased and unbiased genes (among 10,740
genes) that retained conserved SBS with each step towards the outgroup (D. ananassae) in the phylogeny. The number of genes with conserved
testis-biased, ovary-biased and with unbiased status was statistically significantly lower between each step in the phylogeny (for each category
between steps Chi2 P < 0.0001)
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Expression level divergence is higher in testes than ovaries
We assessed the interspecies divergence in gene expres-
sion level per se, that is the changes in expression
(FPKM) for genes transcribed in the testes and for the
ovaries. Hierarchical clustering of gonadal expression

levels across all genes (with FPKM> 1 in at least one
gonad), showed that expression level clustered primarily
by sex, and secondarily by phylogenetic relatedness
(Fig. 2a). As indicated in Fig. 2a, the gene expression of
testes and ovaries formed separate groups that each

Table 1 The frequency of genes with sex-specific expression in testes and ovaries in each species of Drosophila. The percentage of
the sex-biased gene sets represented by sex-specific genes (zero expression in the opposite sexual organ) is shown. The number of
clade-wide testis-specific genes, which were specific in all four species, was 171 and there were no clade-wide ovary-specific genes.
Chi2 tests of the percentage of testis- versus ovary-specific genes per species P < 0.0001 for each species. Sex-biased expression and
sex-specificity was determined by inter-gonadal contrasts

Category No. of Genes per Species

Dmel Dsim Dyak Dana Clade-Wide Specificity

N Percenta N Percent N Percent N Percent N

No. of Testis-Specific Genes 692 20.85 870 24.72 538 13.86 1,172 34.90 171

No. of Ovary-Specific Genes 17 0.48 6 0.18 9 0.29 8 0.22 0
aThe percent of testis-biased or ovary-biased genes that were testis- or ovary-specific respectively

Fig. 2 Interspecies divergence of gene expression level of testis and ovary profiles in four species of Drosophila. a) Hierarchical clustering of
expression level. The heatmap shown comprises a representative sample of all genes under study (genes with FPKM≥1 included); b) The
Spearman R correlations for expression level (FPKM) of Dmel versus (vs) the other three species in the phylogeny (P < 2.0X10− 7 for each contrast;
all genes included). Species names are abbreviated as described in the main text
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contained Dmel, Dsim, Dyak and Dana, showing that
gonad expression, rather than phylogenetic relatedness,
is the primary factor shaping expression profiles. Whilst
few studies to date have conducted comparable analyses
of expression in the gonads in a multi-species clade, we
note that this result concurs with results for a phylogeny
of six bird species (Galloanserae) [19], suggesting that a
strong gonadal-expression effect may be common to
divergent animal systems. The clustering of gonadal
expression by sex, rather than by phylogenetic related-
ness (Fig. 2a), may be deemed consistent with a history
of sex-related selection, such as purifying selection and/
or sexual selection [19].
Gene expression levels (FPKM) within the testes and

within the ovaries has diverged substantially among the
four Drosophila species. Specifically, using the ingroup
Dmel as the reference species (Additional file 1: Figure
S1), we determined the interspecies rank correlations in
expression level. As shown in Fig. 2b, testis-expression
level (across all genes under study) was strongly corre-
lated between taxa, with Spearman’s R for Dmel versus
Dsim R = 0.85, Dmel versus Dyak R = 0.83 and Dmel ver-
sus Dana R = 0.77 (P < 2X10− 7 per species pair). Similar
trends were observed for ovary expression (R = 0.93,
0.92, and 0.88 respectively, P < 2X10− 7). The progressive
decline in correlation coefficients from Dmel versus
Dsim, to Dmel versus Dyak to Dmel versus Dana, is con-
sistent with greater divergence of testis- and
ovary-expression levels (FPKM) with greater time, simi-
lar to divergence patterns observed for whole males and
females [8]. Further, the between-species R values
observed here for ovary expression were consistently
higher than the comparable values for testis expression,
indicating accelerated interspecies divergence in testis-
versus ovary-expression.

Evolution of standardized lineage-specific transitions in
SBS
For our main assessments herein, we examined genes with
LSTs in SBS across the phylogeny and those with clade-
wide biases. LSTs are transitions from a conserved ances-
tral sex-biased state (shared amongst three species) to a
derived status in a single (fourth) terminal branch and
were standardized to the number of genes with the ances-
tral state (S-LSTs) for each of the six transition categories.
Using these data, we conducted several analyses including
assessment of differential S-LSTs levels among transition
types per species, the relationship between S-LSTs and
pleiotropy, and how the magnitude of (fold-) sex-biased
expression evolved in genes with LSTs evolved over time.
As shown in Table 2, we found that of the 5,331 genes

exhibiting variation in SBS (Fig. 1a), 64.1% (3,431 genes)
had an LST in SBS in the Drosophila clade (Additional
file 1: Table S4). The S-LST values per transition

category per species are shown in Table 2. We report
that the most uncommon transition in all four species
was ov-ts, which had S-LST values of 1.9 up to 13.9
transitions (per 1,000 genes with ancestral ovary-bias) in
Dmel and Dana respectively. For comparison, unb-ts
transitions were between 8.0 to 48.1-fold more frequent
depending on the species branch (Chi2 P < 0.0001, Table
2), inferring most transitions to testis-biased expression
arose from an ancestrally unbiased state. The next least
common type of transition in each species branch, with
S-LST values between 5.0 and 21.5 was ts-ov. The
unb-ov transitions were between 4.4- and 15.5-fold more
common than ts-ov depending on species (P < 0.0001 for
all four species branches). Thus, despite species-specific
variation in the scale of the effect, all four species
branches indicate that sex-biased expression more
commonly originated from an unbiased state (unb-ts,
unb-ov) than from reversals (ov-ts, ts-ov) in SBS.
Significantly, while the results in Table 2 indicate that

S-LSTs for reversals were relatively uncommon events in
each of the four Drosophila species, as suggested from
some studies of males-females [3, 8, 11], they also im-
portantly reveal that there are marked differences in
S-LSTs of the two types of reversals in sex-biased status.
For instance, ts-ov transitions were consistently more

Table 2 The standardized-lineage-specific transitions (S-LSTs)
in sex-biased status (transitions between testis-biased, ovary-
biased or unbiased status) in the gonads from a conserved
ancestral state. The six possible categories of transitions in
sex-biased expression are shown per species. Comparison of
the ratio of S-LSTs are shown. *Indicates a Chi2 test between
the two transition types per contrast (using counts of
transitions and ancestral states) was statistically significant
(*P < 0.05 and ≥ 0.0001, **P < 0.0001). Raw counts of
transitions are in Additional file 1: Table S4

Type of Transition
(Ancestral to derived)

Standardized (S)- LSTs

Dmel Dsim Dyak Dana

Gain of Testis-Bias

Ov-Ts 1.92 2.32 3.43 13.85

Unb-Ts 90.26 111.64 163.72 111.11

Ratio Unb-Ts vs Ov-Ts 47.14** 48.14** 47.68** 8.03**

Gain of Ovary-Bias

Ts-Ov 21.47 15.17 4.99 19.06

Unb-Ov 95.01 69.25 77.43 148.87

Ratio Unb-Ov vs Ts-Ov 4.42** 4.56** 15.51** 7.81**

Loss of Sex-Bias

Ts-Unb 106.53 60.69 54.93 122.67

Ov-Unb 56.97 85.81 152.79 108.08

Ratio Ov-Unb vs Ts-Unb 0.53** 1.41* 2.78** 0.88

Ratio of Reversals in Sex-Bias

Ts-Ov vs Ov-Ts 11.18** 6.54** 1.45 1.38**
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common than ov-ts transitions in all species (1.4 to 11.2
fold more common), particularly in the more recently
derived branches for Dmel and Dsim (was statistically
significant for in all species Chi2 test P < 0.0001, except
Dyak P > 0.05). Thus, our results here using S-LSTs in
gonads expose a significant difference between reversal
types and suggest ts-ov transitions may be apt to be
more beneficial (or less deleterious) than the ov-ts tran-
sitions at the interspecies level (for functions of genes
with these LSTs see Additional file 1: Table S5).
With respect to losses in sex-biased status, that is,

S-LSTs from testis- or ovary-biased status to an unbiased
status, values varied to some extent among species. Specif-
ically, we found S-LSTs arose at a similar level from an
ancestrally testis-biased (ts-unb) and ovary-biased (ov-unb)
state for Dana (P > 0.05). For Dsim and Dyak, ov-unb tran-
sitions were 1.4- and 2.8-fold more common than ts-unb
respectively (Chi2 P < 0.0001 for each contrast), with the
opposite trend found for Dmel where ts-unb was 1.9-fold
more common (Chi2 P < 0.0001). Although ov-unb LSTs
could be expected to be more common than ts-unb simply
because ovary-biased genes typically had lower fold
sex-bias (than testis-biased; see section “Directional
increase in fold sex-biased expression over time”), and thus
more genes were near the threshold of ovary-biased and
unbiased status (two-fold cutoff applied herein) [8], we
found no consistent pattern of an effect across species in
Table 2. Most importantly, in all four Drosophila species
the frequency of transitions from ts-unb was greater than
ts-ov and ov-unb was greater than ov-ts (4.0- to 44.5-fold
higher depending on the species; Chi2 P < 0.0001 for all
branches). Thus, ancestrally testis-biased and ovary-biased
genes were each much more likely to transition to an
unbiased status than to convert to the opposite type of
sex-biased expression.
An additional finding worth noting in Table 2 is that the

rate of turnover in SBS varied among species branches.
Based on divergence times of 5 My for Dmel and Dsim
and 13 and 44 My for Dyak and Dana respectively [55],
one might have expected a steady increase in S-LSTs over
time, particularly between the two ingroup species Dmel
and Dsim versus Dyak and Dana. However, that trend was
only clearly observed for ov-ts and ov-unb, and not for
the remaining categories. In this regard, these patterns
also suggest that while neutral evolution likely contributes
towards evolution of gonadal expression, non-neutral
and/or species-specific pressures influence the rate of
turnover in sex-biased expression.
The functions for genes with reversals in sex-biased

expression and for those with unbiased to sex-biased transi-
tions are shown in Additional file 1: Tables S5-S7. One
noteworthy pattern is that genes with LSTs from unbiased
to an acquired testis-biased status were convergently linked
to olfactory functions in all four Drosophila species

(Additional file 1: Tables S6-S7). This pattern appears simi-
lar to our prior findings for Aedes, wherein ovary-specific
genes [22], which evolved faster than testis-biased genes in
that taxon, were preferentially involved in olfactory func-
tions [22]. Olfactory genes, in addition to their roles in
attraction, have been linked to testis and sperm functions
(including motility, sperm-egg attraction) in metazoans
[61]. Thus, this result for LSTs to testis-biased status may
infer evolution of new or expanded roles of olfactory genes
in the male gonads after this transition.
Together, the patterns shown in Table 2 reveal marked

differences in S-LSTs among the six transition types. The
low S-LST values for reversals, and differences between
the two types of reversals in gonadal sex-biases, are each
consistent with a role of sex-dependent selection rather
than (entirely) neutral evolution of expression [3].

Pleiotropy is unlinked to lineage-specific transitions in sex-
biased expression
We next addressed whether pleiotropy could drive the
patterns of turnover in sex-biased gonadal expression in
Table 2. Genes expressed across multiple tissues have been
shown to exhibit low interspecies expression divergence
[42], a factor that may restrict evolution of sex-biased gene
expression [25]. This topic has rarely been empirically
addressed in the literature, and our method of studying
S-LSTs provides an original means to tackle this issue. We
assessed whether genes with LSTs for each of the six types
of SBS transitions exhibited differences in expression
breadth which might explain their frequency using the ref-
erence model Dmel (N total LSTs = 739, Additional file 1:
Table S4). By analysing Dmel, wherein expression data are
available for a wide range of tissues, and analyzing S-LSTs
in this same branch (thus, expression data and LSTs are
from the same species), we have the means to test any
cause-effect relationship. For this, we used expression
breadth across 17 disparate developmental stages and
tissues (Additional file 1: Table S2) as a proxy for a gene’s
pleiotropy [16, 25, 31, 41].
The results, shown in Fig. 3, reveal that mean expression

breadth was > 89% for genes with ov-unb and unb-ov tran-
sitions (98.72 ± 0.49, 89.22 ± 1.98), with lower values for
ts-unb, ts-ov and ov-ts (81.82 ± 1.26, 79.25 ± 2.66 and
75.00 ± 19.57) and the lowest value for unb-ts (61.26 ±
2.44) (Fig. 3a). Pairing the transition types into those shar-
ing the same ancestral SBS showed that expression breadth
was not connected to the frequency of S-LSTs. For
instance, much higher expression breadth was observed for
genes with ov-unb than ov-ts (net difference in breadth >
23%, Fig. 3a, MWU-test P = 0.015), and yet the former
transition type had a nearly 30-fold higher level of S-LSTs
(Fig. 3b, Table 2, Chi2 P < 0.0001). In turn, for genes with
ts-unb and ts-ov transitions, average expression breadth
was in a similar range (79 to 82%, MWU-test P > 0.05,
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Fig. 3a), and despite this, the S-LSTs were five-fold higher
for the former transition type (Fig. 3b, Chi2 P < 0.0001).
These findings indicate that the elevated number of suc-
cessful transitions from sex-biased to unbiased status as
compared to reversals in sex-bias is not due to lower
expression breadth (in the former group). Importantly, for
the unb-ts and unb-ov categories, which comprised the
majority of transitions to an acquired sex-biased status
(Fig. 3b, Table 2), the former transition type had much
lower expression breadth (net reduction of 28%, MWU-
test P < 0.05), whilst both categories exhibited similar fre-
quency of S-LSTs (90.3 and 95.0 respectively, Chi2

P = 0.90, Fig. 3ab, Table 2). This result suggests that the fre-
quency of transitions from unbiased to an acquired

sex-biased status were unrelated to pleiotropy. The differ-
ences in S-LSTs for the two types of reversals also cannot
be explained by pleiotropy, as expression breadth was
marginally higher for genes with ts-ov than ov-ts and yet
the former had 11-fold elevated S-LSTs (Fig. 3b, Table 2).
The losses in sex-biased expression to an unbiased state
(not reversals), ts-unb and ov-unb, could perhaps suggest a
relationship for those particular categories, where the
former had lower expression breadth (MWU-test P < 0.05)
and higher (1.9 fold) S-LSTs (MWU test-P < 0.05, Table 2,
Fig. 3). Nonetheless, when taken collectively, while expres-
sion breadth varied among the genes with each of the six
types of LSTs, it does not appear to be consistently linked
to turnover in the sex-biased status within Dmel.
While pleiotropy has been thought to hamper the evolu-

tion of sex-biased gene expression [25, 41], the data in Fig.
3 for S-LSTs and expression breadth in Dmel indicates
pleiotropy has not consistently restricted transitions in go-
nadal sex-biases in this taxon. Under a conservative inter-
pretation, we note that the expression breadth in Dmel
represents patterns observed in the extant species, and
thus may have historically (in the Dmel branch) exhibited
some variation. Further, categorical changes in SBS can be
sensitive to methods and threshold cutoffs [8]. We there-
fore do not exclude any role of pleiotropy in shaping go-
nadal LSTs in this species.

Directional increase in fold sex-biased expression over time
As part of our analyses of LSTs, we considered whether
and how the magnitude of sex-biased expression evolved
over time, that is, was fold sex-bias lower or higher for
genes with LSTs versus genes with clade-wide (con-
served) sex-biased status. For this, we assessed fold bias
of genes with LSTs from unbiased to testis-biased ex-
pression and from unbiased to ovary-biased expression
(unb-ts, unb-ov) in each species and genes with wide
clade-wide sex-biases (Fig. 4a-d). We found that genes
with LSTs from unbiased to testis-biased expression had
markedly lower fold bias than genes with clade-wide
testis-biased expression for each of the four species
(Fig. 4a, MWU-test P < 0.05 for each type of transition
in all species contrasts). In turn, as shown in Fig. 4b,
genes with LSTs from unbiased to ovary-biased expres-
sion had statistically significantly lower fold-ovary biased
expression than those with clade-wide ovary-biased ex-
pression (MWU-tests P < 0.05). Collectively, these find-
ings demonstrate that without exception fold sex-bias
was exceedingly weaker for genes with LSTs, that is
those with branch-specific biases, than genes with
clade-wide sex biases in expression, thus supporting a
paradigm wherein the fold bias directionally increases
over evolutionary time in a non-random manner.
We then examined those genes with conserved sex-biased

status solely in the three-species ingroup (TSI) clade, of

Fig. 3 Expression breadth and the frequency of lineage-specific
transitions (LSTs) in sex-biased status in Drosophila melanogaster. a)
Average expression breadth for genes with LSTs for each of six types
of transitions in Dmel and; b) the number of standardized-LSTs for
each of six transition types for Dmel from Table 2. For a and b the
transition types are listed on the X-axis in pairs with respect to the
ancestral sex-biased state. Different letters above bars indicate a
statistically significant difference within each pair using MWU-tests
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Fig. 4 Box plots showing the distribution of the fold sex-bias for genes over time. a) Fold testis-biased expression for genes with lineage-specific
transitions (LSTs) and with clade-wide testis-bias in four Drosophila species; b) the equivalent results to a for ovary-biased genes; c) fold testis-
biased expression for genes with LSTs, with conserved bias in the three species ingroup (TSI) clade, and with clade-wide testis-biased expression;
d) the equivalent results to c for ovary-biased genes. The minimum or maximum divergence time (My) is shown for each bar. Different letters
below each bar per pair in a and b are statistically significantly different (MWU-P < 0.05) and in each triplet in c and d (Ranked ANOVA and paired
Dunn’s test P < 0.05). The fold sex-bias for each of the eight testis-biased genes sets (eight bars) in panel a was higher than its ovary counterpart
in panel b (MWU-P < 0.05). Note the Y-axes are in log scale and have different upper limits in panels. Clade-wide biases are shown in dark blue
and red and LSTs with standard blue and red. TSI genes in panels c and d have crossbars
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Dmel, Dsim and Dyak (that is, shared SBS in three species,
and had a different status in Dana), which diverged 13 My,
less than one third the time of those with clade-wide status
(44 My) [55]. This analysis affirmed a pattern of a
progressive increase in fold sex-biased status over
time, from 5 My, to 13 My, and then to 44 My for
testis-biased expression, and the same pattern was
found for ovary-biased expression (Ranked ANOVA
and Dunn’s contrast P < 0.05 for all contrasts per spe-
cies for testis-biased genes (Fig. 4c) and ovary-biased
genes (Fig. 4d); note that there was one exception,
Dmel in Fig. 4c P > 0.05 in TSI versus LST genes).
The results in Fig. 4a-d explicitly demonstrate the

existence of a phenomenon whereby fold sex-biased ex-
pression has increased over time and is observed in both
testis-biased and ovary-biased genes. That is, an unam-
biguous and directional amplification in fold ovary- and in
fold testis-bias with a greater time period of conserved
sex-biased state. The striking progressive increase in the
magnitude of testis-bias and fold ovary-biased expression
over evolutionary time in Fig. 4a-d points towards a
selective role in elevated fold sex bias. For instance, a neu-
tral process acting on fold sex-bias may be anticipated to
be non-directional (that is, not necessarily increasing fold
sex-bias, but also decreasing fold sex-bias over time, and
thus nondirectional), rather than strongly directional as
found here (Fig. 4). Thus, the pattern infers sex-related
processes, potentially inter-locus sexual antagonism [19,
27], could be involved in this phenomenon.
Several complementary results with respect to fold

sex-bias are worth describing. The degree of fold bias of
testis-biased genes in panel 4a was higher than observed
for its parallel set for ovary-biased genes in panel 4b
(MWU-test P < 0.05), indicating differences in fold bias
between the sexes. Our results further show that the
enhanced level of testis fold-bias (than ovary fold-bias)
must have first arisen shortly after acquisition of testis-
and ovary-biased expression, as the effect was even
observed for LSTs to testis- and ovary-biased expression
in Dmel and Dsim, which is less than 5 My (Fig. 4ab,
MWU tests P < 0.05). Furthermore, we studied whether
fold sex-bias was mostly controlled by testis- or ovary ex-
pression levels in each species. For this, fold bias was clas-
sified into three categories as has proven valuable for
studying fold bias, ≥2- to 5-fold, ≥5- to 10-fold and ≥
10-fold (N values per category provided in Additional file
1: Table S8) [20, 22, 35]. We show in Additional file 1:
Figure S2 that fold testis-biased and fold ovary-biased
expression depended on both expression levels in the
ovaries and in testes. Thus, the degree of sex-biased
expression was not controlled by changes in expression in
one sex (see Additional file 1: Text File S2). Finally, we
had noted (in our Methods) that for the outgroup species
Dana some LSTs could have resulted from a reverse

transition type in the shared ingroup branch (to Dmel,
Dsim and Dyak). However, the fact that our Dana results
on fold-bias (Fig. 4a,b) concurred nearly perfectly with
each of the ingroup species suggests that many or most
LSTs to testis-biased (Fig. 4a) or ovary-biased expression
(Fig. 4b) occurred within the Dana branch. In other words,
lower fold-bias of genes with LSTs to testis-biased
(or ovary-biased) expression than those with clade-wide
biases would only be expected if the LSTs in fact occurred
in Dana, rather than being reverse transitions in the
shared ingroup branch. Together, it is evident that fold
sex-biased gonadal expression has evolved dynamically in
the Drosophila clade, and most importantly, there is evi-
dence of a time-dependent increase in fold bias in both
ovary- and testis-biased genes.

Multiple transitions in sex-biased status in Drosophila
It is worthwhile to mention that for our assessment of
transitions in SBS above, we focused our main analysis
on LSTs that had conserved SBS in three of four species
branches, as these allowed us to assess the relative rate
of different types of transitions. Whilst a majority of
genes that exhibited variation in sex-biased expression
across the Drosophila clade involved LSTs (N = 3,431 of
5331, 64.4%), a portion of genes exhibited multiple
differences in SBS across the phylogeny (N = 1,900). Of
these, 492 (25.9%) exhibited different SBS in in three of
four lineages, and the remainder had two lineages with
one SBS and the remaining two with another SBS (both
paraphyletic and monophyletic cases). Specifically, 699
(36.7%) were unbiased (in two species) and ovary-biased
(in the other two species), 683 (35.9%) were testis-based
and unbiased genes, whilst only 26 (1.4%) were
testis-biased and ovary-biased. These trends concur with
results from LSTs (Table 2) where reversals appear com-
paratively uncommon. It is not possible to discern
between the two types of reversals using this assessment,
as was done for LSTs in Table 2, since the ancestral state
cannot be determined for multiple transitions.

Genes without orthologs exhibit testis-biased expression
Our main analyses in the sections above were focused on
all genes with one-to-one orthologs across all four Dros-
ophila species. Nonetheless, it is useful to also consider
the comparatively small subset of genes without orthologs.
Of the 13,933 genes examined in the reference species
Dmel, one-to-one orthologs were identified for 10,740
genes in the three sister species (Dsim, Dyak, and Dana;
obtained from the Drosophila ortholog database at
FlyBase) [49] that were used in our study, while the
remaining 3,193 genes were excluded from our analysis.
Of those excluded, 1,654 of these had more than one
equal match in a species and were excluded for that rea-
son (see Methods). The remaining 1,539 excluded Dmel
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genes lacked an ortholog match in at least one sister
species.
Within the 1,539 genes without orthologs, 52.5, 14.3

and 33.1% were testis-biased, ovary-biased or unbiased
respectively in Dmel (Chi2 P < 0.0001 for each paired con-
trast). Thus, a relatively high proportion of genes that lack
between-species orthologs were testis-biased, concurring
with patterns previously suggested for male-biased genes
in Drosophila [8, 14]. Male-biased genes have often been
observed to have fast protein sequence divergence (see the
section for testis-biased genes studied here, “Analyses of
protein divergence of sex-biased gonadal genes”) [1], which
may act to prevent identification of orthologs, and/or can
lead to gene losses from the genome. The trends are also
consistent with data from gonads showing that de novo
genes are preferentially involved in testis functions [29,
62]. In the genus Anopheles, fewer ortholog matches were
observed for both strongly ovary- and testis-biased genes
[23] again suggesting gonadal sex-biases may be associated
with loss of orthologs. In sum, the subset of genes
excluded from our main analyses are preferentially testis-
biased and thus may have experienced too rapid diver-
gence to yield identifiable orthologs, gene loss in some
lineages, and/or arisen from de novo gene gains.

Analyses of protein divergence of sex-biased gonadal
genes
As a follow-up analysis, given that rapid protein sequence
functional divergence (reflected by dN/dS) has often been
associated with male-biased expression (as compared to fe-
male or unbiased) in Drosophila [1, 8, 10, 11, 15], we
assessed how dN/dS varied among our various gene sets
herein. In available studies of sex-biased expression in
Drosophila, expression has often been determined in one
single species (usually Dmel) and dN/dS measured using
sequence data across various related species [6, 31]. Here,
we have the fortunate advantage of having both sex-biased
gonadal expression status, and genomic sequence data for
all studied taxa, and thus can assess the relationship
between sex-biased expression in the reproductive or-
gans and dN/dS in each of the four species, including genes
with LSTs and with clade-wide sex-biased status.
A summary of the results for dN/dS are presented in

Fig. 5a-d. As shown in Fig. 5a, the genes with clade-wide
testis-biased status had higher dN/dS than their
ovary-biased and unbiased counterparts in each of the four
species (Fig. 5a, ranked ANOVA and Dunn’s contrast
P < 0.05 per species), similar to patterns observed in some
Drosophila lineages [15]. Similar results were obtained
across all sex-biased genes per species as shown in
Additional file 1: Fig. S3. However, dN/dS of the
testis-biased genes with clade-wide status (Fig. 5a) had
higher dN/dS than all testis-biased genes per species
(except Dana, MWU-test P < 0.05), and thus conserved

testis-biased expression appears to be linked to acceler-
ated protein sequence divergence as opposed to those
with variability in testis-biased expression.
We compared dN/dS of genes with LSTs from unb-ts

and unb-ov expression, which should indicate whether
protein evolution was accelerated in testis-biased (as
compared to ovary-biased) genes in the period following
the transition from unbiased to sex-biased status in a
single branch. As shown in Fig. 5b, we found that the
median dN/dS was elevated for genes exhibiting unb-ts
transitions as compared to unb-ov transitions for each
of the four species under study. However, the difference
was only statistically significant for the two basally
branching species Dyak and Dana, which might reflect
the reduced time period to accumulate amino acid
changes in Dsim and Dmel. This could suggest that
genes that have accumulated substitutions for shorter
periods of time exhibit greater noise in dN/dS (Fig. 5b),
reducing power to detect differences. For instance, it
may be possible that regulatory changes may precede
functional changes in some genes after a transition to
sex-biased gonadal expression. Nonetheless, these find-
ings suggest the initial emergence of faster evolution in
testis-biased genes (than ovary-biased) can be weakly
observed in as little as 5 My and is more evident with
greater divergence time, suggesting the male-female
effect may strengthen (not magnify, but lead to a more
homogenous male and female dN/dS per species) over
time.
As proteins of testis-biased genes consistently evolved

faster than ovary-biased and unbiased genes herein
(Fig. 5ab), we aimed to further study this group. For this,
the testis-biased genes per species were divided into three
distinct categories based on testis-specificity (defined herein
as relative to ovary). The categories (per species) were: 1)
testis-biased genes that were not testis specific (testis-
biased-NS); 2) testis-specific genes that were not universally
(clade-wide) testis-specific (testis-specific-NU), and 3) uni-
versally (clade-wide) testis-specific genes (testis-specific-U).
The results show that dN/dS increased markedly from the
first, to the second, to the third of these categories for each
of the four species (Fig. 5c). In particular, for each species
the testis-specific-U genes had statistically significantly
higher dN/dS per species than testis-specific-NU and than
testis-biased-NS (Fig. 5c). Thus, the longer testis-specific
expression of a gene has been conserved within this clade,
the higher the rate of protein evolution were for that gene.
Too few genes had ovary-specific status for us to be able to
perform a meaningful parallel analysis for those tissues
(Table 1), consistent with fewer genes playing roles that are
specific to the female gonad, to the exclusion of testis
expression (functions of genes with clade-wide testis-
specificity are shown in Table S9 and discussed in
Additional file 1: Text File S3).
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We next assessed the relationship of fold-sex biased
expression and dN/dS in all four species under study. As
shown in Fig. 5d, fold sex-bias in these four Drosophila
species exhibited a remarkably consistent relationship
with dN/dS. In particular, genes with ≥10-fold
testis-biased expression had the highest median dN/dS
values for each Drosophila species under study. The

≥10-fold class of testis-biased genes had higher dN/dS
than testis-biased genes with lower fold testis-bias
(between ≥2 to 10-fold bias), than all fold-bias classes
of ovary-biased genes, and than unbiased genes
(MWU-tests P < 0.05). In addition, dN/dS was higher
for testis-biased than ovary-biased genes in all three of
the fold-bias categories (MWU-test P < 0.05). The

Fig. 5 Summary of dN/dS values from various gene sets for the four species of Drosophila. a) Box plots of dN/dS values for genes with clade-
wide testis-biased, ovary-biased and unbiased expression per species (clade-wide biases shown in dark red, blue, grey); b) Box plots of dN/dS
values for the subset of genes with LSTs from unbiased to testis-biased status and unbiased to ovary-biased status (standard blue, red); c) dN/dS
for testis-biased genes subdivided by testis-specificity, that includes genes that were testis-biased but not testis-specific (testis-biased-NS), genes
that were testis-specific and not universally testis-specific (testis-specific-NU), and universally testis-specific genes (testis-specific-U); and d) The
median dN/dS values for testis-biased and ovary-biased genes per fold bias category and unbiased genes for each species under study. Different
letters under each set of grouped bars in panel a and c indicate a statistically significant difference (ranked ANOVA and Dunn’s paired contrast (P
< 0.05) and between the two species per group in panel b (MWU-tests P < 0.05). In panel d, Spearman’s R and P values for paired contrasts of
species are shown. Ts = testis-biased, Ov = ovary-biased. Also, for each fold bias category per species in panel d, testis-biased genes had higher
dN/dS than ovary-biased genes (MWU-test P < 0.05)
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patterns observed for dN/dS across fold-biased categor-
ies was remarkably consistent across all species with
Spearman’s R ≥ 0.75 (P ≤ 0.039) for each pairwise con-
trast between species (Fig. 5). Thus, fold sex-biased
expression in the gonads is linked to dN/dS in each of
these four species.
Protein sequence divergence data from the flyDIVaS

database [59], which contains dN/dS values for six
species from the melanogaster group (our four studied
species, as well as D. sechellia and D. erecta) from the
M0 model (M0 provides one dN/dS across all species)
were compared to our M1 values (using mean dN/mean
dS across four species branches) spanning all studied
genes herein. We found a strong Spearman’s correlation
(R = 0.86, P < 2X10− 7) between those genes common to
both datasets (with orthologs, and unsaturated in each
set). Thus, the results affirm congruence amongst dN/dS
values between approaches.

Pleiotropy may shape dN/dS
To evaluate the role of pleiotropy on dN/dS herein, we
assessed expression breadth of clade-wide (universally)
testis-biased, universally ovary-biased and unbiased genes,
as these gene sets had the same SBS in all species. As
shown in Fig. 6, using Dmel as the reference for expression
breadth, we found that universally ovary-biased genes
exhibited very high expression breadth, with an average
percent expression of 96.02% (standard error ± 0.29) across
the various tissues/stages, while in contrast, universally
unbiased genes had markedly lower expression breadth
values of 70.72% (±0.95) (Ranked ANOVA P and Dunn’s
contrast < 0.05). Clade-wide testis-biased genes had even
lower expression breadth than comparable ovary- and un-
biased genes, at only 65.71% (±0.54; MWU-test P < 0.05).
Furthermore, exceptionally low expression breadth was ob-
served for the clade-wide testis-specific genes, which exhib-
ited on average only 43.1% (±0.88), less than half that found
for ovary-biased genes, and more than 22 percentage points
lower than unbiased genes or testis-biased genes. If we limit
this analysis to Dmel, wherein both expression breadth and
dN/dS were determined in the same species, we find higher
dN/dS occurred in those gene sets with lower pleiotropy
(e.g., testis-biased, testis-specific, Figs. 5ac, 6). Each of the
three other species (Dsim, Dyak and Dana) also showed
precisely the same patterns (Figs. 5ac, 6), thus adding sup-
port to this finding. Collectively, these data are consistent
with the hypothesis that pleiotropy shapes protein sequence
divergence [8, 14, 41]; testis-biased genes, and especially
clade-wide testis-specific genes, may evolve rapidly in pro-
tein sequence due to low pleiotropy.
Further to the evidence that pleiotropy explains diver-

gence in proteins with clade-wide sex-biased expression,
we found only a slightly higher rate (< 3%, Chi2 P > 0.05)
of positive selection amongst testis-biased as compared to

ovary-biased and unbiased genes using sites analysis in
PAML [57], which was not a statistically significant differ-
ence (Additional file 1: Text File S4, Table S10). Similar
results were obtained using sites analysis of the melanoga-
ster group of Drosophila that is available from flyDIVaS
[59], which provides more powerful positive selection tests
across six species from this group (Additional file 1: Text
File S4, Table S10). In addition, we tested for positive
selection in genes exhibiting LSTs from unbiased to
sex-biased status, that is unb-ts and unb-ov (Table 2,
Additional file 1: Table S11) using branch-site analyses
[57] with the branch having the LST being tested for posi-
tive selection (see also Additional file 1: Text File S4). No
significant differences were found in rates of positive
selection, even in these genes with recent transitions to
sex-biased status. These patterns further concur with a
significant role of pleiotropy in shaping the protein
sequence divergence of sex-biased genes in these species
(Figs. 5ac, 6).

Discussion
Drosophila has served as a primary model system for the
study of sex-biased gene expression in metazoans. An
array of studies have assessed the dynamics of sex-biased
expression as well as its effects on protein sequence diver-
gence [1, 2, 4, 6, 10, 14, 15, 29–38]. These studies often in-
clude gene expression in whole males versus females in

Fig. 6 The expression breadth for genes with clade-wide
(conserved) sex-biased status in all four species. Expression breadth
per gene was determined as the percentage of 17 tissues with
expression using data from D. melanogaster. Different letters above
bars in indicate a statistically significant difference (P < 0.05) using
ranked ANOVA and Dunn’s paired contrast. Note dark red, grey and
blue are used here to denote clade-wide biases. Bars are average
expression breadth per category, and error bars denote standard
errors. Note that testis-specific expression status in the figure was
defined based on comparison to the ovaries
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Dmel, and sometimes involve a sister species and/or some
sexual tissues. While multi-species studies of sex-biased
gene expression in the Drosophila genus have been un-
common [8, 11], a seminal investigation of whole males
and females was conducted by Zhang et al. [8]. The vari-
ous findings therein included that species-restricted (or-
phan) genes tended to be male-biased in expression,
changes in sex-biased expression (female:male expression
ratio) accumulated monotonically over time, and that the
between-species variation (standard deviation of female:-
male expression ratio) was higher in male-biased (than
female-biased) genes [8], the latter patterns which are
consistent with our results based on gonadal expression in
Figs. 1b and 2b. That study, and an array of additional
investigations in Drosophila, have also shown that
male-biased genes, including reproductive genes, exhibit
elevated dN/dS (than female-biased and/or unbiased), a
trend consistent with observations in most, but not all
[22, 23], metazoan models studied to date [1, 4, 6, 10, 11,
28, 30, 31, 35].
As sex biases mostly originate from the sex-organs [3,

6, 8, 22, 33], the specific study of gonads should lead to
the most accurate picture of differences sex biases,
unhampered by dilution of expression by the nongona-
dal somatic tissues [35, 39]. We thus conducted multi-
species contrasts of sex-biased expression specifically
from the sex-organs, and quantified each of six different
types of interspecies transitions in sex-biased gonadal
status (between ovary-biased, testis-biased and unbiased
status) over different evolutionary time periods from (5,
13 and 44 My). We separately assessed expression across
nongonadal tissues, using expression breadth. These
approaches allowed us an original framework to consider
the roles of selection and pleiotropy in the evolution of
sex-biased gonadal gene expression.

The present results in context
Fold sex-biased expression
Our present results add several elements to our current
knowledge of the evolution of sex-biased expression in
Drosophila. The results revealed a significant phenomenon,
namely a directional stepwise increase in the degree of
sex-biased gonadal expression with extended periods of
conserved sex-biased status (Fig. 4). Note that this pattern
is not between species variation (or standard deviation) in
the female:male expression ratio as was reported in
male-female contrasts [8], nor is it a decreased correlation
in FPKM of gonadal genes between species over time (My)
as was shown in Fig. 2b. Remarkably, the progressive
increase in fold-sex-bias was separately observed for
testis-biased and for ovary-biased genes in this genus
(Fig. 4). We speculate that the directional increase in fold
sex-bias might be explained by a model of episodic
inter-locus sexual antagonism. In other words, this may

reflect male and female reactionary responses in gene
expression evolution. Inter-locus sexual conflict has been
thought to possibly underlie sex-biases in expression, par-
ticularly in polyandrous species such as in Drosophila
[1, 27]. In this aspect, our findings may be deemed consist-
ent with earlier proposals from analyses in the species
Dmel, which have suggested that a portion of sex-biased
genes and gene networks may evolve under inter-locus sex-
ual antagonism in that organism [38, 63]. While some labil-
ity of sexual dimorphism, and thus expression, might
sometimes be experienced in closely related species such as
Dmel and Dsim (< 5 My) [64], that would not be expected
to be directional, nor to occur across 44 My as observed
herein (Fig. 4). We contemplate that if sexual antagonism is
behind the patterns observed here for fold bias of testis-
and ovary-biased genes, it need not necessarily have been
ongoing continuously for 44 My in this genus, but may
instead have arisen in episodic bursts in each branch
(cf. [65]). Together, it may be proposed that selective pro-
cesses, and potentially sexual antagonism, contribute to this
phenomenon.
Nevertheless, the current understanding of the relation-

ship between sexual antagonism and sex-biased gene
expression, particularly inter-locus sexual conflict, remains
at the early stages [16, 18, 19, 27]. Thus, while the interpret-
ation of these results remains speculative, future research
on genes with enhanced fold sex-bias over time could pro-
vide a valuable avenue for further study of inter-locus sex-
ual antagonisms in this genus.

Selection and frequency of S-LSTs
We found evidence that the six types of LSTs in gonadal
SBS, after standardization to the number of genes with the
ancestral state (S-LSTs), occurred at markedly different
rates in this genus (Table 2). This pattern was observed
for each of four species branches studied, and suggests dif-
ferential selection has at least partly contributed towards
shaping transitions in sex-biased status in the gonads. This
finding concurs with prior reports suggesting that
reversals are generally uncommon, primarily from whole
males/females [3, 8, 11, 14]. The data specifically from the
gonads that we analysed herein further refine that pattern,
and indicates that the two types of reversals may exhibit
differences in rates of turnover, with remarkably few ov-ts
transitions (as compared to ts-ov) in the more recently
diverged branches Dmel and Dsim (5 My). In this regard,
we speculate that a transition from ovary-biased status to
testis-biased status may be particularly detrimental, puta-
tively affecting fitness in a more deleterious manner than
the reverse type of transition. This could reflect the fact
that female sexual organs play multiple crucial roles in fit-
ness, not only by forming and protecting the egg, but also
by housing and maintaining the sperm in the spermathe-
cae and seminal receptacle (wherein sperm are stored
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after mating). The ovaries, and the process of ovulation,
may be involved in the transfer of sperm from the repro-
ductive tract into the spermathecae, and in the later
release of sperm from the spermathecae for sperm-egg
fertilization [22, 66] . Thus, given such essential fitness
roles, one can contemplate that a drastic change (a
reversal from ovary-biased status to testis-biased status) in
sex-biased expression in ovaries (ov-ts) might typically be
more deleterious than for the testes (ts-ov), potentially
leading to lower levels of S-LSTs.
It has been suggested that in an ant (Solenopsis

invicta), new forms of biased gene expression may be
facilitated by relaxed selection, which allows flexibility
for alternate phenotypes [67]. In this regard, one possi-
bility is that gains/losses in sex-biased gonadal status
within a species branch might resolve the ongoing need
for variation (at intermittent periods) in reproductive
traits or strategies in Drosophila during its evolution,
accelerating turnover. In contrast, reversals, particularly
ov-ts reversals, may be too deleterious for such variation,
and thus have been subjected to high purifying selection.
Theory has predicted that sexual selection acts on

sex-biased gene expression [1], and recent experimental
research had provided support for this concept. For in-
stance, in Dmel it was shown that when flies were forced
into monogamy (versus the natural state of polyandry),
there was greater expression of female-biased genes and
reduced transcription of male-biased genes [68]. Those
findings are consistent with the notion that male-biased
expression is influenced by sexual selection, such as fe-
male choice or male-male competition [1, 68, 69]. An
additional study using gonadal expression data from
birds has shown that sexual selection in males (e.g. orna-
mentation) is correlated to the turnover rate of
testis-biased expression [19]. It has also been hypothe-
sized that sex-biased gene expression evolves adaptively
in Drosophila [32]. In this regard, some of the variation
in Table 2 might result not only from differences the
degree of purifying selection, but also from adaptive
changes.
Moreover, in terms of clade-wide conserved sex-biased

status, we found an absence of clade-wide ovary-specific
genes (defined by expression contrasts to testis) as
compared to testis-specific genes, which were relatively
common (Table 1, Table S3). This suggests greater sex-
ual specialization of male gonadal transcription. This
clade-wide testis-specificity may have been mediated by
sex-related purifying and/or positive selection over 44
My in this taxon, and appears inconsistent with a purely
neutral model. Putative olfactory roles of genes that
transitioned from unb-ts in all four species (Additional
file 1: Tables S6, S7) suggests that new or expanded roles
of olfactory genes may play a significant role in interspe-
cies gonadal divergence.

Pleiotropy
Importantly, our approach of studying S-LSTs in SBS in
Drosophila allowed an original and rare empirical test of
the fundamental hypothesis that pleiotropy restricts the
evolution of sex-biased expression in metazoans [25]. By
comparing S-LSTs to expression breadth we could assess
whether changes in sex-biased status were restricted by
cross-tissue pleiotropy in Dmel (Fig. 3). While it has
been postulated that genes with functions in multiple
tissues and processes act to impede interspecies evolution
of sex-biased expression [25–27, 41], and that low plei-
otropy would facilitate shifts towards sex-biased expres-
sion, we did not observe a consistent connection between
pleiotropy and the rate of transitions in SBS in the Dmel
gonads studied here (Fig. 3ab). It should be noted none-
theless that clade-wide testis-biased genes did exhibit
lower pleiotropy than ovary-biased genes (Fig. 6), and
testis expression (FPKM) as a whole (across all genes)
diverged more rapidly over time (than ovary, Fig. 2b).
However, the frequency of each type of transition in SBS
were largely unrelated to gene pleiotropy (Fig. 3ab). Fur-
ther study, potentially using similar approaches as those
employed herein in a broader range of organisms, may
help further decipher the role of pleiotropy in evolution of
sex-biased gonadal expression patterns.
While pleiotropy appeared largely unlinked to the rate

of transitions in SBS (Fig. 3), we did find evidence that low
pleiotropy may explain high dN/dS of testis-biased genes,
and particularly clade-wide testis specific genes (Figs. 5, 6;
Additional file 1: Text File S4). Thus, the results add to
the growing support for the hypothesis that low pleiotropy
allows functional divergence of the proteins encoded by
sex-biased genes [8, 14, 41]. There is at least one feasible
explanation for the different roles of pleiotropy in evolu-
tion of sex-biased expression (no detectable effect), and in
shaping dN/dS. Specifically, a change in the protein
sequence of an ovary- or testis-biased gene that is broadly
expressed in sexual and non-sexual tissues, would likely
affect its phenotypes in the non-sexual organs [41]. In
contrast, a change in the gonadal SBS of a gene could pri-
marily or solely affect roles in the sexual organs, and not
necessarily affect its functions or genetic pathways in
other nongonadal tissues. In this context, transitions in
sex-biased gonadal expression, unlike dN/dS, could often
be independent of pleiotropy.

Patterns observed for dN/dS across species
It is worthwhile to consider that our findings of higher dN/
dS for testis-biased genes than for ovary-biased genes in all
four Drosophila species (Fig. 5abd, Additional file 1: Figure
S3) concurs with patterns observed for male-biased genes
in this genus [1, 11, 14, 15, 31]. The findings of higher dN/
dS for testis-biased genes than for ovary-biased genes in
Drosophila (Fig. 5abd, Additional file 1: Figure S3), differs
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markedly from results in fellow dipteran genera Aedes and
Anopheles. In those mosquitoes, higher dN/dS occurred in
ovary-biased (and ovary-specific) genes than their male
counterparts [22, 23]. One key factor that could explain
this difference is the effectiveness of post-mating mating
plugs; which greatly impedes sperm competition in mos-
quitoes but not in Drosophila [22, 70, 71]. We speculate
that this may lead to greater sperm competition and a pro-
pensity for adaptive evolution and higher dN/dS of
testis-biased (than ovary-biased) in flies than in mosqui-
toes. However, elevated positive selection in testis-biased
genes was only weakly observed herein (Additional file 1:
Text File S4). Alternatively, low pleiotropy, as found here
for testis-biased genes in flies (Fig. 6; see also [10, 31])
could occur for ovary-biased genes in mosquitoes, and thus
this comprises a candidate hypothesis to explain these
inter-taxon differences.
In Fig. 5d, some variation in dN/dS was observed

between species, with the consistently highest values
observed in Dsim, intermediate values for Dmel and Dyak,
and the lowest values for Dana (Fig. 5d), suggesting
species-specific effects on the evolutionary rates of
sex-biased genes. Such variation might reflect fundamen-
tal differences between taxa, for example, effective popula-
tion size. When a population size is small, this may lead to
greater fixation of slightly deleterious mutations via gen-
etic drift, causing higher dN and thus higher dN/dS
[72–74]. Accordingly, a hypothetical history of relatively
smaller effective population sizes in Dsim than in the
other species studied here, may accelerate dN/dS, whilst if
Dana had larger historical population sizes, this could en-
hance the efficiency of purifying selection, reducing dN/
dS. The effective population size of Drosophila’s various
species, however, has been a subject of debate [73–76],
such that further data will be needed to assess precisely
whether and how it may be connected to dN/dS.
Alternatively, the interspecies variation may also

reflect differences in the sexual traits of these taxa. As
an example, sperm size is extremely variable in the
Drosophila genus and may evolve adaptively due to post
copulation female-sperm choice; sperm competition is
also common in this taxon [77, 78]. Thus, differences in
sexual selection pressures might partly contribute
towards interspecies variation in dN/dS.
Crucially, the present findings also showed that differ-

ences in dN/dS for genes with testis-biased and ovary-
biased were more readily detected after 13 and 44 My than
for genes with recently acquired SBS (5 My, Fig. 5b). This
comprises a significant cautionary note for future studies of
sex-biased genes in metazoans. That is, when studying
sex-biased gene expression in only one or two species, one
should be aware that the different genes under study may
have experienced sex-biased expression for longer or
shorter time periods (in one or two species studies this

would be undetectable), which may affect observed levels
of protein sequence divergence. Furthermore, our results
showed that the observed fold-sex-biased expression
(Fig. 4) is also time-dependent (which would also be
undetectable in studies of one or two species). In this
regard, future studies should consider the possibility that
the ultimate dN/dS and fold-bias observed when assessing
expression in one, or two, species may be the product of
the largely hidden, or unknown, time-scales of conserved
sex-biased expression.

Noteworthy caveats
It should be emphasized that measures of sex-biased
expression in Drosophila have varied extensively in the lit-
erature, with estimates of the percent of sex-biased genes
in the genome ranging between 10 and 91%, depending
on statistical methods employed, the cutoff for identifica-
tion of sex-biased status, size of transcriptome datasets
and/or replication, and other factors including growth
conditions [14]. As all species herein were from the same
growth environments, and were subjected to the same
statistical processes for all four species, the data are com-
parable to each other, and thus are aimed to reveal the
relative variation in sex-biased gonadal expression in this
genus using the criteria defined throughout our study.
Thus, the patterns may vary to some extent with
additional datasets, different criteria for defining
sex-biased genes, or environmental conditions (for further
consideration of approaches, including those used herein,
see Additional file 1: Text File S5). Further studies in more
taxa, and using various methods to assess sex-biased
expression, will help discern the robustness of these pat-
terns in Drosophila and across other organisms.

Conclusions
While Drosophila has served as a core model system for
investigation of sex-biased expression to date, our study
shows that its utility for exploring factors shaping
sex-biased evolution has not been exhausted. In the
future, as more population level genomic sequence data
sequence becomes available in various Drosophila species,
research should aim to determine the relative selective
pressures acting on mutations in sex-biased expression in
populations using their frequency spectra, similar to that
conducted for codon or protein mutations [74, 79], and to
assess intra- versus interspecies expression divergence
profiles for various organisms [2, 32, 42]. Such studies will
help fruther ascertain the relative roles of neutral evolu-
tion, purifying selection and adaptive changes on the evo-
lution of sex-biased gonadal expression. In addition,
studies of sex-biased expression in specific nongonadal or-
gans/tissues such as those listed in Additional file 1: Table
S2 may be useful in discerning whether any particular tis-
sues share parallel, or opposite, biases to those found in
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the gonads in Drosophila. Such data could reveal
sex-related networks relevant to both gonadal and nongo-
nadal tissues, which may be valuable to understanding
evolution of gonadal sex-biased expression. Further stud-
ies in this genus outside the melanogaster group, such as
in the model Hawai’ian clade [80], may provide a particu-
larly effective route for future assessments of the factors
shaping evolution sex-biased gonadal expression.

Additional file

Additional file 1: The file contains the supplementary Tables, Figures
and Text Files. (PDF 667 kb)
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Fig. S1. The phylogeny of the four Drosophila species under study. Obtained from www.flybase.org. 

http://www.flybase.org/


 

 

Fig. S2. Expression level of sex-biased gonadal genes. The average expression level (FPKM) level in the testes (ts) and ovaries (ov) with respect to 

fold-bias for testis-biased genes (A-D) and for ovary-biased genes (E-H) in all four species of Drosophila. Different subscript letters among ts and 

among ov bars in each Fig. indicate a statistically significant difference using a ranked ANOVA followed by Dunn’s paired contrast (P<0.05). Error 

bards are standard errors.



 

 

 

Fig. S3. Box plots of dN/dS for all testis-biased, ovary-biased and unbiased genes per species. Different 

letters below bars for each species indicate a statistically significant difference using Ranked ANOVA with 

Dunn’s paired contrast (P<0.05). Blue=testis-biased, red=ovary-biased, grey=unbiased. 



 

Table S1. The datasets under study in the present investigation and their location. All RNA-seq are from virgin males or females from a single 

experiment and grown under the same conditions (paired reads). See [1].  

 

Species CDS at FlyBase 

(No. genes) 

Tissue Studied for 

Expression 

SRA Run ID No. Spots Dataset Description at SRAa 

D. ananassae r1.050 (N=14,385) Virgin male testis SRR2021004 51,443,655 D. ananassae reference RNA-seq virgin male testes  
 

 Virgin  female ovary SRR2021003 42,009,242 D. ananassae reference RNA-seq virgin ovary 

D. melanogaster r6.17 (N=13,933) Virgin male testis SRR2021001 42,748,857 D. melanogaster RNA-seq virgin male testes 
 

 Virgin female ovary SRR2020999 44,104,658 D. melanogaster RNA-seq virgin female ovaries 

D. simulans r2.02 (N=14,179) Virgin male testis SRR1520537 64,659,682 D. simulans w501 reference RNA-seq virgin testes 
 

 Virgin  female ovary SRR1511609 49,778,276 D. simulans w501 reference RNA-seq virgin ovary 

D. yakuba r1.05 (N=14,824) Virgin male testis SRR1693748 58,400,341 D. yakuba reference RNA-seq virgin testes 
 

 Virgin  female ovary SRR1693746 60,228,477 D. yakuba reference RNA-seq virgin ovary 

a The RNA-seq data listed were used for expression analyses with respect to tissue type, noting that when more than one RNA-seq dataset was 

available, the largest sample was used for study for parallel data sets in all contrasts.  See Methods and Text File S5 for more details on RNA-seq 

datasets and analyses.



Table S2.  The 17 tissues and developmental stages used to assess the breadth of expression, or 

pleiotropy, of sex-biased gene sets. Data was collected from modENCODE in FlyBase (flybase.org). 

Expression was defined as those with ≥1 RPKM as defined in the database. 

 

Tissues and Stages Under Study  
Imaginal disc, larvae L3 wandering 

Nervous system larvae pupae 

Head virgin 1,4,10 day female 

Head mated 1,4,10 day female 

Head mated 1,4,10 day male 

Salivary gland larvae prepupae 

Digestive system L3 day 1, 4 20 adult 

Fat body l3 prepupae pupae p8 

Carcass L3 

Ovary mated 4 day female 

Testis mated 4 day male 

Embryo 2-24 hours 

Larvae stage 1, 2,3  

Larvae puff stage 

Prepupae and pupae 

Adult 1,5 and 20 day male 

Adult 1,5 and 20 day female 

 



Table S3. The clade-wide testis-specific genes (N=171) and their gene identifiers for D. melanogaster 

(www.flybase.org). 

 

Fbgn ID Gene Name Fbgn ID Gene Name Fbgn ID 

Gene 

Name 

fbgn0025115 Acyp 
 

fbgn0261806 CG42752 
 

fbgn0034104 CG15705 

fbgn0033952 Adgf 
 

fbgn0261358 CG42635 
 

fbgn0039810 CG15549 

fbgn0035585 ATPsynCF6L fbgn0259917 CG42446 
 

fbgn0031130 CG15452 

fbgn0031367 c-cup 
 

fbgn0259729 CG42383 
 

fbgn0034554 CG15227 

fbgn0038714 Cpr92A 
 

fbgn0037827 CG4073 
 

fbgn0032709 CG15167 

fbgn0029501 Crtp 
 

fbgn0035069 CG3611 
 

fbgn0034463 CG15125 

fbgn0062411 Ctr1C 
 

fbgn0031430 CG3528 
 

fbgn0040694 CG14974 

fbgn0038089 d-cup 
 

fbgn0085331 CG34302 
 

fbgn0032365 CG14929 

fbgn0036808 Dic4 
 

fbgn0085318 CG34289 
 

fbgn0038218 CG14841 

fbgn0036438 goddard 
 

fbgn0085315 CG34286 
 

fbgn0033278 CG14759 

fbgn0034658 Grx1t 
 

fbgn0085274 CG34245 
 

fbgn0037987 CG14739 

fbgn0031905 gudu 
 

fbgn0085239 CG34210 
 

fbgn0037986 CG14736 

fbgn0036706 ND-24L-PA fbgn0085206 CG34177 
 

fbgn0037829 CG14691 

fbgn0050073 Obp50b 
 

fbgn0085204 CG34175 
 

fbgn0037320 CG14668 

fbgn0034468 Obp56a 
 

fbgn0085199 CG34170 
 

fbgn0034278 CG14488 

fbgn0034129 Parp16 
 

fbgn0054049 CG34049 
 

fbgn0037191 CG14448 

fbgn0035004 Pgam5 
 

fbgn0054029 CG34029 
 

fbgn0038097 CG14384 

fbgn0017556 Prosalpha4T2 fbgn0053233 CG33233 
 

fbgn0038124 CG14380 

fbgn0051742 Prosbeta5R2 fbgn0052987 CG32987 
 

fbgn0038158 CG14370 

fbgn0028570 robl22E 
 

fbgn0052986 CG32986 
 

fbgn0038512 CG14330 

fbgn0028944 Semp1 
 

fbgn0052983 CG32983 
 

fbgn0036089 CG14151 

fbgn0037462 sunz 
 

fbgn0052833 CG32833 
 

fbgn0040814 CG14113 

fbgn0050417 tbrd 
 

fbgn0052718 CG32718 
 

fbgn0260459 CG14106 

fbgn0052463 Tengl2 
 

fbgn0052651 CG32651 
 

fbgn0029964 CG1409 

fbgn0038458 VhaM9.7 
 

fbgn0052488 CG32488 
 

fbgn0032312 CG14071 

fbgn0250827 whip 
 

fbgn0052487 CG32487 
 

fbgn0032315 CG14069 

fbgn0033770 wuc 
 

fbgn0052240 CG32240 
 

fbgn0031721 CG14017 

fbgn0051860 ZnT33D 
 

fbgn0034825 CG3215 
 

fbgn0039041 CG13838 

fbgn0031444 CG9879 
 

fbgn0047338 CG32148 
 

fbgn0036708 CG13725 

http://www.flybase.org/


fbgn0039784 CG9698 
 

fbgn0051933 CG31933 
 

fbgn0265266 CG13639 

fbgn0030624 CG9106 
 

fbgn0051816 CG31816 
 

fbgn0034869 CG13558 

fbgn0033322 CG8584 
 

fbgn0051730 CG31730 
 

fbgn0034867 CG13557 

fbgn0038127 CG8476 
 

fbgn0051609 CG31609 
 

fbgn0034841 CG13541 

fbgn0036159 CG7557 
 

fbgn0051515 CG31515 
 

fbgn0034820 CG13538 

fbgn0036161 CG7551 
 

fbgn0051358 CG31358 
 

fbgn0034774 CG13526 

fbgn0032650 CG7094 
 

fbgn0063261 CG31275 
 

fbgn0033701 CG13171 

fbgn0040989 CG5693 
 

fbgn0051050 CG31050 
 

fbgn0032188 CG13137 

fbgn0035943 CG5653 
 

fbgn0051008 CG31008 
 

fbgn0032111 CG13110 

fbgn0038386 CG5478 
 

fbgn0050369 CG30369 
 

fbgn0033141 CG12831 

fbgn0038944 CG5388 
 

fbgn0061435 CG30270 
 

fbgn0038356 CG12784 

fbgn0028884 CG4892 
 

fbgn0050177 CG30177 
 

fbgn0031388 CG12674 

fbgn0039568 CG4815 
 

fbgn0025838 CG2652 
 

fbgn0032626 CG12620 

fbgn0039029 CG4704 
 

fbgn0037455 CG2336 
 

fbgn0040871 CG12479 

fbgn0267689 CG46025 
 

fbgn0035384 CG2113 
 

fbgn0032094 CG12439 

fbgn0264543 CG43922 
 

fbgn0039463 CG18472 
 

fbgn0038558 CG12347 

fbgn0264301 CG43779 
 

fbgn0028856 CG18063 
 

fbgn0032370 CG12307 

fbgn0264081 CG43750 
 

fbgn0034202 CG17287 
 

fbgn0033280 CG12126 

fbgn0263982 CG43731 
 

fbgn0031410 CG17237 
 

fbgn0036156 CG11726 

fbgn0263403 CG43449 
 

fbgn0036962 CG17122 
 

fbgn0037572 CG11698 

fbgn0263389 CG43441 
 

fbgn0033828 CG17048 
 

fbgn0036221 CG11588 

fbgn0262961 CG43272 
 

fbgn0035584 CG17030 
 

fbgn0034713 CG11291 

fbgn0262845 CG43209 
 

fbgn0032109 CG17005 
 

fbgn0029963 CG10920 

fbgn0262812 CG43183 
 

fbgn0035009 CG16837 
 

fbgn0028858 CG10839 

fbgn0262786 CG43167 
 

fbgn0032503 CG16825 
 

fbgn0032769 CG10750 

fbgn0262592 CG43127 
 

fbgn0042198 CG16741 
 

fbgn0036327 CG10748 

fbgn0262361 CG43059 
 

fbgn0034505 CG16739 
 

fbgn0260455 CG10332 

fbgn0262144 CG42870 
 

fbgn0030440 CG15719 
 

fbgn0039083 CG10177 



Table S4. The raw counts of genes with lineage-specific transitions (LSTs) in sex-biased expression status 

in the gonads.  

 

Transition Type No. of Lineage-specific transitions 

 
Dmel Dsim Dyak Dana 

Testis-Biased 
    

Ov-Ts 4 5 8 31 

Unb-Ts 152 187 296 206 

     

     
Ovary-Biased 

    
Ts-Ov 51 34 11 46 

Unb-Ov 160 116 140 276 

     

     
Unbiased 

    
Ts-Unb 253 136 121 296 

Ov-Unb 119 185 356 242 

 



Table S5. The gene ontology (GO) functions of genes exhibiting lineage-specific transitions (LSTs) from testis to ovary-biased expression and 

those exhibiting LSTs from ovary-to testis-biased expression. For each transition type, genes were pooled across all species (due to the low 

number per species). The clustering by function was conducted in DAVID [2] using Drosophila gene identifiers, and the four clusters with the 

greatest enrichment score are shown per category. P-values are from a modified Fisher’s test, wherein lower values indicate greater enrichment.  

 

Ovary- to Testis Biased Transitions  Testis- to Ovary-Biased Transitions    
  

  

Cluster 1 Enrichment Score: 0.69 P-value 
 

Cluster 1 Enrichment Score: 2.25  P-value 

Serine/threonine-protein kinase, active site 1.10E-01 
 

Fatty acid biosynthesis 4.10E-03 

Protein kinase, ATP binding site 1.30E-01 
 

Lipid biosynthesis 5.50E-03 

ATP binding 1.60E-01 
 

Lipid metabolism 6.00E-03 

S_TKc 1.90E-01 
 

Fatty acid metabolism 7.10E-03 

Protein kinase, catalytic domain 2.10E-01 
   

protein phosphorylation 2.20E-01 
 

Cluster 2 Enrichment Score: 1.24   

Protein kinase-like domain 3.10E-01 
 

Oxidoreductase 4.20E-02 

Transferase 5.00E-01 
 

iron ion binding 4.50E-02    
oxidation-reduction process 1.10E-01 

Cluster 2 Enrichment Score: 0.57   
   

ATP binding 1.60E-01 
 

Cluster 3 Enrichment Score: 1.23   

ATP-binding 2.90E-01 
 

DNA-binding region: Homeobox 2.10E-05 

Nucleotide-binding 4.20E-01 
 

Homeodomain 6.00E-04    
HOX 6.40E-04 

Cluster 3 Enrichment Score: 0.54   
 

Homeobox 6.50E-04 

Zinc finger C2H2-type/integrase DNA-binding 

domain 

2.10E-01 
 

Homeobox, conserved site 2.50E-03 

Zinc finger, C2H2-like 2.80E-01 
 

Homeodomain-like 4.10E-03 

Zinc finger, C2H2 3.10E-01 
 

brain development 5.00E-03 

ZnF_C2H2 3.80E-01 
 

sequence-specific DNA binding 4.00E-02    
transcription factor activity, sequence-specific 

DNA binding 

4.80E-02 

Cluster 4 Enrichment Score: 0.07   
 

transcription factor activity, RNA polymerase 

II distal enhancer sequence-specific binding 

9.40E-02 



Transmembrane helix 8.20E-01 
 

compositionally biased region: Poly-Ala 1.70E-01 

Transmembrane 8.20E-01 
 

regulation of transcription from RNA 

polymerase II promoter 

2.10E-01 

Membrane 8.90E-01 
 

DNA-binding 3.00E-01 

integral component of membrane 8.90E-01 
 

positive regulation of transcription from RNA 

polymerase II promoter 

3.50E-01 

   
Developmental protein 3.90E-01    
multicellular organism development 4.20E-01    
regulation of transcription, DNA-templated 5.10E-01    
dendrite morphogenesis 5.10E-01    
transcription, DNA-templated 6.80E-01    
Transcription 8.30E-01    
Transcription regulation 9.30E-01    
Nucleus 9.50E-01    
DNA binding 9.70E-01    
Nucleus 1.00E+00      

   
Cluster 4 Enrichment Score: 1.21      
Leucine-rich repeat, typical subtype 4.50E-02    
LRR_TYP 4.80E-02    
Leucine-rich repeat 1.10E-01      



Table S6. The gene ontology (GO) functions of genes exhibiting lineage-specific transitions (LSTs) from 

unbiased to testis- biased (unb-ts) expression and from unbiased to ovary-biased (unb-ov) expression for 

each of the four species under study. The clustering by function was conducted in DAVID (Huang da et al. 

2009) using Drosophila gene identifiers. Functions were grouped by percentage of genes in each category in 

DAVID using the Chart option. Categories representing ≥2% of the gene set are shown. Olfactory functions are 

in bold italics. The number of genes per category is provided in Table S4. 

 

Unbiased to Testis-Biased Transitions 
 

Unbiased to Ovary-Biased Transitions 

       
GO Term Percent  GO Term Percent 

Dmel   Dmel  
Signal 34.90  cytoplasm 18.1 

Membrane 34.20  Coiled coil 16.9 

Transmembrane helix 30.90  Transferase 14.4 

Transmembrane 30.90  Alternative splicing 9.4 

integral component of membrane 27.60  Cytoplasm 8.8 

Receptor 12.50  mitochondrion 7.5 

Disulfide bond 11.20  

imaginal disc-derived wing 

morphogenesis 5 

integral component of plasma 

membrane 8.60  Immunoglobulin-like fold 3.8 

plasma membrane 8.60  identical protein binding 2.5 

Transducer 7.20  Rab GTPase binding 2.5 

Cell membrane 7.20  ubiquitin protein ligase activity 2.5 

G-protein coupled receptor signaling 

pathway 5.30  

protein ubiquitination involved 

in ubiquitin-dependent protein 

catabolic process 2.5 

topological domain: Extracellular 5.30    
topological domain: Cytoplasmic 5.30    
Peptidase S1, trypsin family, active 

site 4.60    
Peptidase S1A, chymotrypsin-type 4.60    
Peptidase S1 4.60    
Trypsin-like cysteine/serine peptidase 

domain 4.60    
serine-type endopeptidase activity 4.60    
Tryp_SPc 4.60    
Neuroactive ligand-receptor 

interaction 3.90    
neuropeptide signaling pathway 3.90    
G-protein coupled receptor 3.90    
calcium ion binding 3.90    
SM01381 3.30    



ligand-gated ion channel activity 3.30    
G protein-coupled receptor, 

rhodopsin-like 3.30    
GPCR, rhodopsin-like, 7TM 3.30    
odorant binding 3.30    
olfactory receptor activity 3.30    
Serine protease 3.30    
neuropeptide receptor activity 2.60    
sensory perception of sound 2.60    
cell junction 2.60    
detection of chemical stimulus 

involved in sensory perception of 

smell 2.60    
Synapse 2.60    
microtubule-based movement 2.60    
male courtship behavior 2.60    
Cell junction 2.60    
synaptic transmission, cholinergic 2.00    
ovarian follicle cell stalk formation 2.00    
Neurotransmitter-gated ion-channel, 

conserved site 2.00    
Neurotransmitter-gated ion-channel 

transmembrane domain 2.00    
Neurotransmitter-gated ion-channel 2.00    
Neurotransmitter-gated ion-channel 

ligand-binding 2.00    
Low-density lipoprotein (LDL) 

receptor class A, conserved site 2.00    
neuropeptide hormone activity 2.00    
Low-density lipoprotein (LDL) 

receptor class A repeat 2.00    
LDLa 2.00    
detection of chemical stimulus 2.00    

     
Dsim   Dsim  
Signal 33  Metabolic pathways 16.7 

Membrane 28.6  mitochondrion 11.4 

Transmembrane helix 27  Oxidoreductase 11.4 

Transmembrane 27  Transport 7.9 

integral component of membrane 26.5  Oxidative phosphorylation 7 

Disulfide bond 11.4  Mitochondrion 7 

Receptor 8.1  lipid particle 7 

sensory perception of pain 7  lateral inhibition 6.1 

Cell membrane 6.5  response to oxidative stress 4.4 



integral component of plasma 

membrane 6.5  determination of adult lifespan 4.4 

proteolysis 5.9  carbohydrate metabolic process 3.5 

Transducer 5.4  Armadillo-like helical 3.5 

topological domain:Cytoplasmic 5.4  Lyase 3.5 

topological domain: Extracellular 4.9  

hydrogen-exporting ATPase 

activity, phosphorylative 

mechanism 2.6 

disulfide bond 4.3  

proton-transporting ATP 

synthase activity, rotational 

mechanism 2.6 

olfactory receptor activity 3.8  

ATP synthesis coupled proton 

transport 2.6 

endomembrane system 3.8  proton transport 2.6 

sweet taste receptor activity 3.2  Hydrogen ion transport 2.6 

taste receptor activity 3.2  

mitochondrial large ribosomal 

subunit 2.6 

sensory perception of taste 3.2  wound healing 2.6 

Ubl conjugation pathway 3.2    
sleep 3.2    
multicellular organism development 3.2    
response to carbon dioxide 2.7    
sensory perception of bitter taste 2.7    
chemosensory behavior 2.7    
7TM chemoreceptor 2.7    
male courtship behavior 2.7    
odorant binding 2.7    
dendrite 2.7    
axon 2.7    
neuronal cell body 2.7    
Ion channel 2.7    
circadian rhythm 2.2    
Protein processing in endoplasmic 

reticulum 2.2    

     
Dyak   Dyak  
Membrane 37.2  nucleus 24.3 

Signal 35.1  cytoplasm 18.6 

Transmembrane helix 34.8  Nucleus 15.7 

Transmembrane 34.8  Transferase 12.1 

integral component of membrane 33.8  neurogenesis 8.6 

Oxidoreductase 11.1  

Nucleotide-binding, alpha-beta 

plait 5.7 

Metabolic pathways 10.8  nucleotide binding 5.7 

Disulfide bond 8.8  RNA binding 5.7 



Receptor 8.4  Spliceosome 5 

plasma membrane 8.1  mRNA binding 4.3 

Transport 7.4  Armadillo-type fold 4.3 

sensory perception of pain 6.4  mRNA splicing, via spliceosome 4.3 

oxidation-reduction process 5.7  mRNA processing 3.6 

integral component of plasma 

membrane 5.7  

regulation of alternative mRNA 

splicing, via spliceosome 3.6 

Glycoprotein 5.7  Protein biosynthesis 3.6 

transmembrane region 5.7  centrosome 3.6 

membrane 5.1  Armadillo-like helical 3.6 

glycosylation site: N-linked 

(GlcNAc...) 4.7  

Serine/threonine-protein kinase, 

active site 3.6 

Cell membrane 4.7  synaptic vesicle endocytosis 2.9 

topological domain:Cytoplasmic 4.4  domain: RRM 2.9 

Transducer 4.1  Transcription 2.9 

topological domain: Extracellular 4.1  

neuromuscular synaptic 

transmission 2.9 

disulfide bond 3.7  poly(A) RNA binding 2.9 

Calcium 3.4  protein folding 2.9 

Biosynthesis of antibiotics 3.4  

RNA processing and 

modification 2.1 

Ion transport 3.4  

positive regulation of Wnt 

signaling pathway 2.1 

calcium ion binding 3.4  

transcription elongation from 

RNA polymerase II promoter 2.1 

Sensory transduction 3  protein import into nucleus 2.1 

oxidoreductase activity 3  ubiquitin ligase complex 2.1 

Carbon metabolism 2.7  

positive regulation of ERK1 and 

ERK2 cascade 2.1 

axon 2.7  

compositionally biased region: 

Poly-Thr 2.1 

chitin-based cuticle development 2.7  mRNA splicing 2.1 

iron ion binding 2.7  

positive regulation of Ras 

protein signal transduction 2.1 

Immunoglobulin-like fold 2.7  spliceosomal complex 2.1 

ligand-gated ion channel activity 2.4  Basal transcription factors 2.1 

LRR_TYP 2.4    
Leucine-rich repeat, typical subtype 2.4    
Mitochondrion inner membrane 2.4    
Lysosome 2.4    
Glycosidase 2.4    
Leucine-rich repeat 2.4    
olfactory receptor activity 2.4    
Ion channel 2.4    



G-protein coupled receptor signaling 

pathway 2.4    
Oxidative phosphorylation 2.4    
detection of chemical stimulus 2    
phototransduction 2    
visual perception 2    
carbohydrate metabolic process 2    
Insect cuticle protein 2    
structural constituent of cuticle 2    

     
Dana   Dana  
Signal 30.7  nucleus 18.2 

extracellular region 7.3  Coiled coil 17.1 

signal peptide 6.8  Transferase 11.3 

Receptor 6.8  Cytoplasm 10.9 

transmembrane region 6.8  cytosol 9.8 

Glycoprotein 6.3  Phosphoprotein 9.8 

integral component of plasma 

membrane 5.9  neurogenesis 8 

Cell membrane 5.4  Nucleotide-binding 7.3 

glycosylation site: N-linked 

(GlcNAc...) 5.4  

P-loop containing nucleoside 

triphosphate hydrolase 6.5 

Immunoglobulin-like domain 4.9  

WD40/YVTN repeat-like-

containing domain 4.7 

Immunoglobulin-like fold 4.9  WD40-repeat-containing domain 4.4 

sequence-specific DNA binding 4.4  Golgi apparatus 4 

neuronal cell body 3.9  WD40 4 

Transducer 3.9  WD40 repeat 4 

olfactory receptor activity 3.4  

Pleckstrin homology-like 

domain 3.3 

cilium assembly 2.9  GTP binding 3.3 

Ion channel 2.9  dorsal closure 2.9 

Sensory transduction 2.9  Activator 2.9 

chitin-based cuticle development 2.9  

Winged helix-turn-helix DNA-

binding domain 2.9 

sodium channel activity 2.4  

protein homodimerization 

activity 2.9 

Sodium channel 2.4  

regulation of transcription from 

RNA polymerase II promoter 2.9 

Na+ channel, amiloride-sensitive 2.4  WD repeat 2.5 

cilium morphogenesis 2.4  sleep 2.5 

Sodium transport 2.4  GTPase activity 2.5 

Sodium 2.4  Hippo signaling pathway - fly 2.2 

sodium ion transport 2.4  poly(A) RNA binding 2.2 



detection of chemical stimulus 

involved in sensory perception of 

smell 2.4  ovarian follicle cell development 2.2 

HOX 2.4  WD40 repeat, conserved site 2.2 

IGc2 2.4  actin binding 2.2 

IG 2.4  Golgi membrane 2.2 

Homeobox, conserved site 2.4    
male courtship behavior 2.4    
structural constituent of chitin-based 

larval cuticle 2.4    
Homeobox 2.4    
odorant binding 2.4    
structural constituent of cuticle 2.4    
Homeodomain 2.4    
Insect cuticle protein 2.4    
Immunoglobulin subtype 2 2.4    
Immunoglobulin subtype 2.4    
heterophilic cell-cell adhesion via 

plasma membrane cell adhesion 

molecules 2    
cilium 2    
Hippo signaling pathway - fly 2    
sperm individualization 2    
dendrite membrane 2    
EGF-like, conserved site 2    
Immunoglobulin I-set 2    



Table S7. The genes with known olfactory functions that exhibited LSTs from unbiased to testis-biased 

status. Gene identifiers are for D. melanogaster. The species with the LST is shown. 

 

Gene Identifier Protein Name Species with  

unb-ts  

Transition 

fbgn0033508 Odorant-binding protein 46a(Obp46a) Dmel 

fbgn0033614 Odorant-binding protein 47b(Obp47b) Dmel 

fbgn0034473 Odorant receptor 56a(Or56a) Dmel 

fbgn0037685 Odorant receptor 85f(Or85f) Dmel 

fbgn0038203 Odorant receptor 88a(Or88a) Dmel 

fbgn0010403 Odorant-binding protein 83b(Obp83b) Dsim 

fbgn0011281 Odorant-binding protein 83a(Obp83a) Dsim 

fbgn0011281 Odorant-binding protein 83a(Obp83a) Dsim 

fbgn0026384 Odorant receptor 59a(Or59a) Dsim 

fbgn0033043 Odorant receptor 42b(Or42b) Dsim 

fbgn0036681 Odorant-binding protein 73a(Obp73a) Dsim 

fbgn0026399 Odorant receptor 85e(Or85e) Dyak 

fbgn0030298 Odorant receptor 10a(Or10a) Dyak 

fbgn0037399 Odorant receptor 83c(Or83c) Dyak 

fbgn0028946 Odorant receptor 35a(Or35a) Dana 

fbgn0030715 Odorant receptor 13a(Or13a) Dana 

fbgn0034475 Odorant-binding protein 56h(Obp56h) Dana 

fbgn0034766 Odorant-binding protein 59a(Obp59a) Dana 

fbgn0041622 Odorant receptor 69a(Or69a) Dana 



Table S8. The number of genes per fold-bias category for testis-biased and ovary-biased genes for all 

Drosophila species studied herein. 

 

 
Dmel Dsim Dyak Dana 

Ovary-

Biased 
    

2-5 Fold 2334 2074 1823 2165 

5-10 Fold 790 801 779 897 

>10 Fold 447 446 509 527 

Total 3571 3321 3111 3589 

     
Testis-

Biased 
    

2-5 Fold 838 806 819 795 

5-10 Fold 513 446 427 394 

>10 Fold 1968 2267 2637 2169 

Total 3319 3519 3883 3358 



Table S9. The gene ontology (GO) functions of genes with clade-wide testis-specific expression (N=171). 

The clustering by function was conducted in DAVID (Huang da et al. 2009) using Drosophila gene identifiers, 

and the four clusters with the greatest enrichment score are shown per category. P-values are from a modified 

Fisher’s test, wherein lower values indicate greater enrichment.  

Cluster 1: Enrichment Score: 2.72 P-value 

ATPase activity, coupled 2.90E-04 

dynein complex 1.70E-03 

microtubule-based movement 
 

            1.40E-02 
 

Cluster 2: Enrichment Score: 2.14   

phosphoprotein phosphatase activity 3.70E-04 

HAD-superfamily hydrolase, subfamily 

IIA 1.90E-03 

Nitrophenylphosphatase-like domain 1.90E-03 

monoester phosphate phosphatase, PGP 

type 2.30E-03 

protein dephosphorylation 2.90E-03 

HAD-like domain 8.10E-03 

phosphatase activity 1.40E-02 

dephosphorylation 5.20E-02 

Cytosol 
 

9.80E-01 

Cluster 3: Enrichment Score: 1.65   

integral component of membrane 1.40E-04 

Transmembrane helix 9.40E-02 

Transmembrane 9.60E-02 

Membrane 
 

            2.00E-01 

Cluster 4: Enrichment Score: 1.46   

EF-hand-like domain 1.10E-02 

EF-Hand 1, calcium-binding site 2.40E-02 

EF-hand domain 3.30E-02 

calcium ion binding 1.80E-01 



Table S10. The percentage of genes with clade-wide sex-biased status (SBS) exhibiting positive selection 

using sites analysis (M7 versus M8) in PAML [3] across all four species (Dmel, Dsim, Dyak, Dana). In this 

assessment, only genes with dN and dS<1.5 and dS>0.001 in all four species branches were used for analysis, 

with nearly all excluded genes resulting from the most divergent species Dana (note that in all other dN/dS 

analyses, only those in the branch of interest matching these criteria were excluded, making this assessment 

conservative, see Methods). M7 versus M8 results are also shown for sites analysis using the flyDIVaS 

database, which includes two additional species D. sechellia and D, erecta [4]. Different letters following 

percentage positive selection in a single row indicate a statistically significant difference using a Chi2 test 

(P<0.05). 

 

Sites Analysis Universally 

Testis-biased 

Universally 

Ovary-biased 

Universally 

Unbiased 

Present Study (conservative) 
   

N Total 2071 
 

1966 
 

1372 

  N Suitable range all species  

  including Dana 683 
 

827 
 

813 

  N Positive Selection 85 
 

84   77 

      
Percent Positive Selection 12.45a 

 
10.16a 

 
9.47a 

      

      
Flydivas 

     
N Total 2071 

 
1966 

 
1372 

  N Suitable range all species 

  including Dana 1558 
 

1554 
 

1067 

  N Positive Selection 249 
 

211 
 

115 

      
Percent Positive Selection 15.98a 

 
13.58a   10.78b 

      

 



Table S11. The percentage of genes with lineage-specific transitions (LSTs) in sex-biased status that 

exhibited positive selection in the target branch (with a LST) using branch-site analysis in PAML 

(P<0.05) [3]. For each gene studied, the species branch with the LST was defined as the target branch of interest 

for testing positive selection in branch-site analysis. The number of LSTs studied per species branch are 

provided in Table S4. Only genes studied with dN and dS<1.5 and dS>0.001 were included, and thus these are 

conservative estimates.  

 

 
Dmel 

 
Dsim 

 
Dyak 

 
Dana 

 
    

 
  

Testis-Biased 
       

Unb-Ts 5.37 
 

12.22 
 

11.94 
 

27.20 

        
Ovary-Biased 

       
Unb-Ov 5.63 

 
14.68 

 
14.62 

 
25.45 

 



Text File S1: Additional methods 

Whilst the outgroup Dana was divergent to the ingroup clade containing Dmel, Dsim, and Dyak 

(Fig. S1), we found the majority of genes in that branch had dS <3 (9,370) and dN<1.5 (N=10,708), a 

suitable range for protein divergence methods, and thus the taxon was included in the determination of 

the four species dN/dS values. Nonetheless, under a conservative approach, for analysis of dN/dS in 

each species terminal branch including Dana we used only genes with values of dN and dS<1.5 and 

dS>0.001 for analysis. The N values for genes matching these stringent criteria (of 10,740 orthologous 

gene sets) wherein dN/dS was studied in the respective terminal branch were 10,557, 10,440, 10,001, 

and 5,340 for Dmel, Dsim, Dyak and Dana respectively. Thus, the gene set studied for Dana is smaller 

than for the three ingroup species, which include the vast majority of genes under study (N=10,740). 

Nonetheless, this represents a large gene sample size sufficient for study of dN/dS in Dana, and thus this 

terminal branch was included in our study of protein divergence. 

 

 



Text File S2: Fold Bias 

For testis-biased genes, the largest percentage belonged to the ≥10 fold-biased class (>59% of 

each testis-biased gene set), whereas the majority of ovary-biased genes were contained within the ≥2-5 

fold category for each of the four species. This indicates that testis-biased gene expression is skewed 

toward higher fold-bias than ovary-biased expression (Table S8; Chi2-tests of the ≥2-5 fold and of the 

≥10-fold bias classes between testis- and ovary-biased genes, P<0.0001 per species).  

As shown in Fig. S2, we found that an increase in fold testis-biased expression was associated 

with elevated expression in the testis, with the highest expression observed in the ≥10-fold class for each 

of four species (Ranked ANOVA and Dunn’s paired contrast P<0.05 Fig. S2A-D). These high 

expression levels in the testis were accompanied by lower ovarian expression (P<0.05). For ovary-

biased genes, the ≥10-fold class exhibited the highest levels of ovarian expression in each of the four 

Drosophila species (P<0.05, Fig. S2 E-H). Ovary-biased genes in the ≥10-fold class of expression also 

showed decreased testis expression as compared to the ≥2- to 5-fold, ≥5- to 10-fold classes. Thus, 

elevated levels of ovary-biased expression in these Drosophila species results from both upregulation in 

the ovaries and downregulation in the testes.  

Our findings concur with those of our previous study on A. aegypti, wherein fold-bias in gonad 

expression was correlated with changes in transcript levels in both sexes [5]. Further interspecies 

gonadal data from a wider range of insect genera will help to determine the generality of these patterns. 



Text File S3: Functions of genes with conserved testis-specific expression in all four species  

Genes with conserved testis-specific expression across all four species are of particular interest 

as their conserved specificity implies that there has been a long-term selective advantage of exclusive 

expression in the male gonad. We thus conducted to GO analysis to assess the function of the 

universally testis-specific genes (N=171) and found that genes with the highest enrichment scores were 

are involved ATPase activity and membrane functions (Table S9). This is consistent with findings from 

mice showing that ATPase activity affects male fertility by regulating normal spermatogenesis and 

apoptosis [6], and from D. melanogaster showing that testis-biased genes contain an overrepresentation 

of genes involved in ATP biosynthesis [7]. 



Text File S4: Minimal differences in positive selection between testis- and ovary-biased genes 

 To further evaluate the role of pleiotropy on dN/dS, particularly with respect to the other feasible 

hypothesis of adaptive evolution, we assessed positive selection for the universally testis-biased, ovary-

biased and unbiased genes using maximum likelihood codon “sites” analyses in PAML [3]. For this, we 

compared the models M7 versus M8. The former model permits negative selection and neutral 

evolution, and the latter additionally allows for positive selection at codon sites [3]. As positive selection 

is highly sensitive to alignments and divergence level, we studied only the subset of genes with dN and 

dS <1.5 and dS>0.001 in all of the four species, including in the divergent species Dana, making this 

analysis highly conservative. As shown in Table S10, using genes matching these criteria, we found 

signatures of positive selection in 12.4%, 10.2% and 9.5% of genes that were universally testis-biased, 

ovary biased and unbiased respectively (P<0.05 for 2∆lnL). These signatures were consistent with 

mildly, but not statistically significantly, higher frequency of genes with positive selection in the testis-

biased gene set (Chi2 P>0.05 for paired contrasts). 

For additional rigor, we examined positive selection tests for the melanogaster group available 

from flyDIVaS [4, 8]. This database includes two additional species in addition to the four examined 

here (D. sechellia and D. erecta), and should be an indicator of the proportion of genes evolving 

adaptively in this clade. Using that database (and genes with successful orthology calls and 

appropriately unsaturated alignments therein), we found signatures of positive selection in 16.0, 13.6, 

and 10.8% of the universally testis-biased, ovary-biased and unbiased genes respectively. For each of 

these categories, the proportion of genes with such signatures was higher than our calculated estimates 

based on our four study species, consistent with inclusion of more species. Nonetheless, whilst the group 

of universally testis-biased genes had more instances of positive selection than the comparable ovary-

biased genes, only its comparison to unbiased genes was statistically significant (Chi-2 P<0.05). Further, 

the actual difference between testis-biased and ovary-biased genes was again small (net difference in 

percentages was <2.5%). Together, these data suggest that while positive selection is more common 

overall in testis-biased than ovary-biased genes, this difference only affects a small subset of genes 

(difference ≤2.5% using either approach). Extensive positive selection has been thought to be 

characteristic of male-sexual genes for Drosophila [9-11], but this has not always been found in this 

taxon [12], nor in other organisms [5]. Our results suggest a weak effect for the universally testis-biased 

genes examined here. 



  In order to test for adaptive evolution accompanying transitions to sex-biased expression, we 

examined those genes exhibiting LSTs from unbiased to sex-biased status, that is unb-ts and unb-ov 

(Table 1), using branch-site analyses [3], where the species branch containing the LST was chosen as the 

foreground (tested) branch for each gene [3]. We report that branch-site positive selection was observed 

for both types of transitions in each species, with a low of 5.4% for genes with unb-ts LSTs in Dmel up 

to 27.2% for unb-ts LSTs in the comparatively much longer branch Dana. However, there were minimal 

differences in the proportion of unb-ts and unb-ov genes exhibiting positive selection within each 

species terminal branch. Specifically, the net differences observed between unb-ts and unb-ov were less 

than 2.7% between the two LST categories for each species, with unb-ov having mildly higher values 

than unb-ts for Dmel, Dsim and Dyak and the opposite trend detected for Dana. This analysis thus 

indicates no evidence of greater instances of positive selection for LSTs to testis-biased expression than 

to ovary-biased expression (Table S11). In sum, a mildly elevated level of positive selection was 

observed for universally testis-biased genes, and no effect for LSTs, suggesting that the strong and 

persistent rapid evolution of testis-biased genes observed here (Figs. 5, S3) is better explained by low 

pleiotropy (Fig. 6) than by adaptive sequence evolution.  



Text File S5: The current approach and RNA-seq data 

 The RNA-seq data in Table S1 used for the present study comprise deep sequence datasets, with 

>42 million paired-end reads per sample/tissue, which were utilized to generate FPKM per gonadal 

tissue per species. Use of deep large-scale and single RNA-seq samples (per tissue) has been repeatedly 

employed to comparatively study tissue expression in metazoans [13-16], including Drosophila studies 

based on public data such as Drosophila modENCODE [15, 17] and sex-biased gene expression [1, 14]; 

the latter is facilitated by very high correlations observed among replicates of sex-related samples (see 

below, e.g., [18]). In a similar manner, single expressed-sequence tags (ESTs) datasets (per tissue) have 

been repeatedly and effectively used to characterize and compare expression within and among tissues, 

including sexual tissues [7, 19-24].  

In our assessment, we determined testis and ovary expression levels using mapping of the deep 

RNA-seq samples (Table S1) to species-specific CDS using Geneious 11.0.3 [25] as outlined in 

Methods. Very strong correlations were found across all 10,770 genes in ovary FPKM (Spearman’s 

R=0.93, P<2X10-7) and in testis FPKM (R=0.87, P<2X10-7) between the two most closely related 

species Dmel and Dsim (Fig. 2B) affirming the effectiveness of these large-scale read samples for 

precisely quantifying sex-related expression profiles (Fig. 2B) (see also below). 

While Dmel and Dana RNA-seq had unitary samples in the available gonadal data sets [1], Dsim 

and Dyak had two or three replicates (that were provided at the SRA); for comparability of sampling per 

species, we used the single or the largest RNA-seq dataset that was available per taxon for study (Table 

S1). For additional stringency, we wished to assess FPKM for a species using replicated data for 

comparison to our results obtained using data from Table S1. For this assessment, we downloaded the 

second largest ovary and testis RNA-seq sets for Dsim, as LSTs in that branch occurred most recently (5 

My, than Dyak). Identifiers for ovary and testis replicates used for Dsim at the SRA database are 

SRR1511608, SRR1548741; the testes RNA-seq sample had 14 million fewer paired-reads than 

replicate 1 (Table S1) while ovaries had similar read counts (less than 300,000 fewer reads than in Table 

S1).   

We found FPKM values using the two RNA-seq data sets for the ovaries and for the testes were 

each very strongly correlated in Dsim. Specifically, the Spearman’s ranked R for FPKM between 

replicates across all 10,740 genes was 0.96 for the ovaries and was 0.94 for testes, P<2X10-7. 

Furthermore, the ratio of testis:ovary expression, measured as log2 (testis FPKM/ovary FPKM), across 

all genes was also strongly correlated R=0.86, P<2X10-7 between the two replicates. Thus, FPKM 



values in testes and in ovaries were remarkably consistent between the two replicates in Dsim, as was 

the degree of gonadal sex-biased expression (fold testis:ovary bias), affirming very high reproducibility 

of each of the single sex-related gene sets. 

We next conducted differential expression analyses using P-values from Deseq2 [26] and the two 

replicates (average values per tissue, FPKM ≥1 in one tissue type) for testes and for ovaries in Dsim 

(denoted as Approach 2), and compared the findings to our main results in our study (denoted as 

Approach 1; Fig. 1). We found that the vast majority of genes, 88.9%, had the same categorical SBS 

using the Approach 1 in our main study (Table S1) and using Approach 2 of the replicated datasets. 

Most of the variation, 8.9%, between the two approaches was, as expected, from genes near the 

threshold of sex-biased (2 to 5 fold) and unbiased status. No genes, that is 0%, had opposite (sex-bias) 

calls between testis-biased and ovary-biased status between the two methods (Table S1). Thus, using 

replicated samples and Deseq2 resulted in a good agreement with the main analyses; nonetheless, the 

former more conservative approach tended to classify more genes near the cutoff of sex-biased 

expression as unbiased.  

Finally, we compared our classifications of LSTs using data in Table S1 to that obtained using 

the replicated testis-ovary datasets. Using the more conservative Approach 2, we found that the majority 

of Dsim genes with LSTs (75.1%) retained the same categorical LST status as found in our main study 

(Approach 1; Table S4).  However, a subset of genes exhibited their ancestral state under Approach 2 

(values of 0, 0, 3.7, and 17.3% of the observed LSTs for ov-ts, ts-ov ts-unb, ov-unb respectively), 

particularly for unb-ov and unb-ts (48.3 and 22.4% per transition type). This is consistent with more 

conservative calls (under Approach 2) near the sex-biased expression threshold, and particularly for unb-

ov as those LSTs had had lower fold-bias than unb-ts (see Fig. 4; note that sex-bias status changes are 

sensitive to methods and cutoffs, the latter of which are in-effect arbitrary [27]; thus the same approach 

should be employed for all contrasts, as conducted in our main study).  Excluding all genes with any 

variation in SBS between the two approaches, that is using the largest RNA-seq dataset in Table S1 and 

using replicated (averaged expression) and Deseq2 analyses, still yielded a more than three-fold higher 

level of ts-ov than ov-ts (one-sided Chi2 P=0.025) and a markedly lower rate of reversals in SBS than 

gains/losses (at least 6-fold for each type of contrast, P<0.0001). Thus, both approaches yielded similar 

patterns as observed in Table 2 and Table S4, indicating the results are robust to the method employed.  

Using results from the RNA-seq data in our study (Table S1), we found strong correlations in 

gonad (for testis and for ovary) expression (FKPM) across all genes per sex between Dmel and Dsim 



(Fig. 2B), and between replicates studied here, concurring with precise depiction of expression profiles. 

Further, a stepwise decrease in correlations in expression level (FPKM) was observed with time (Fig. 1), 

which was particularly marked for testis-expression, consistent with Drosophila whole male-female 

analyses [27]. In addition, all 171 genes identified as clade-wide testis-specific (Table S3) using the 

datasets here were 100% confirmed using data from Dmel at the modENCODE 

(http://www.modencode.org) database [15]. Collectively, these patterns affirm stringency of the unitary 

datasets in Table S1 for the study of sex-biased expression evolution in these taxa. 
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